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tion is to be east of town possibly STATE HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT
NOTES
a mile and only a few miles from
U.
Glenrio. At Nara Visa things are
no
As the department received
shaping up for early drilling. Glenrio has prospects of an early test bids for the construction mt the road
SURVEY KEFORTS
VaAcross the Texas line rigs are go- from Rio Puerco to Armijo in
Federal aid
lencia county,, known
ing) in.
At Taiban in De Baca County re- project Net. 4, new hid art asked
1919.
LIMITED AREA ports
IS.
suhswirted
be
have
to
have it that all parties
July
of San Miguel
gotten together and that drilling will The Coaunttsiaaers
tent in $6,000.00 to be
soon be under way. The rig arrived County'
some time ago. The formation around applied tm nuketenance an afl state
is considered very favorable road to the county, the state meetIS OF USUAL CONSERVATIVE Taiban
for oil and more companies are ing the remittance.
of MeCialey
The commissioners
CEABACTZJt OF UCX
planning to begin, work there.
The Portalcs people are making County have teat in fUCMt to be
AMD ADDS VEST
have
in
used
the
asaiataaaar of tW Oeaa
progress, but at tar as known,
up a rig for drilling, to Oeeaa hHaway, rite asete conLITTLE TO OIL 8TEUCTUEI not begunthisto set
is expected to happen tributing a fcae anas ant
though
before long. At Kenna the derrick Surfacing h under war
srroBMATioN nr
is going up and it is expected that Santa Fe Trail. Federal aid project
drilling will be under way before the No. 3 from Santa Fe to Panbey's
end of the month.
gate. About three mile are gradThe United State Geological Sur-rt- y In the Pecos
Valley the Illinois ed. The bridge contractor has ten
issued a bulletin June 26th on
is
culvert in and getting the pile driver
Producing and Refining Company
the possibility of oil and gas in
working on the second well at Day- ready for work on the bridges.
New Mexico. This bulletin ton.
It is reported that the present The Lee Moor Company of El
was rather unpleasant reading in owners of the
work on the conBrown well near Day- Paso has
some quarters. The claim has been ton will drill another well close crete road begun
from Las Cruces to
peddled for some time that the Geo- to it. The Seven Rivers Company is
Federal aid project No. 15.
logical Survey had given out the reported to be ready for active operConstruction
is under way on
opinion that New Mexico, would ations
Linwejt of Lakewood. The re- Federal aid roject No. 5, from Tudevelop one of the biggest oil fields coln well
is
cumcari to Montoya.
near Lake Arthur
on this continent. The bulletin
A. O. Peabody, assistant highway
to blow up at intervals, showthat there is no foundation ported
oil.
some
of
and
indications
engineer, is spending the week in
gas
ing
for such a statement.
The Tularosa Basin has more oil eastern New Mexico looking over
The geologists of the Survey in
any other district in road conditions He first visited Quay
of the geologic companies than
the examination
But so far no actual drill- and is now in Eddy County.
structure of parts of New Mexico, the isstate..
under way. The Cox and Eagle
have discovered in the beds of rock ing are
being shaped up and another NEW MEXICO
rigs
many domes and arches that may rig is reported at Valtnont.
MINING NOTES
be reservoirs of oil or gas if these
In
San Juan County negotiations
substances are present in the regions are in
coma
for
progress
stronger
The Chino Copper Company, operaexamined. These flexed beds are parti
to take over the Mesa Verde
of the formations that produce oil in pany
ting at Hurley and Santa Rita, reindications
well
The
Flora
Vista.
at
Wyoming, Oklahoma, Kansas, and of oil are good and it is to be hoped ported a that operations were carried
on at
serious loss the first quarter
Texas, hut little evidence of the pre- that this location
may be tested out of 1J19. The company hopes to consence of oil and gas in them has
fully.
at fifty per cent
yet been found in New Mexico. A There seems to be no lack of preli- tinue operations
until the demand for cop-- 1
small amount of oil at Dayton and a
'capacity
of
the
in
interest
every part
few seeps and some traces of oil re- minary
Leases are still being made icrTheimproves.
state.
Republic Mining and Milling
ported in water wells at several land placer locations filed. In other
places are the only favorable indica parts pools are being organized to Company, operating at tlanover.
Grant County, reports a net profit
tions reported so tar.
to drillers. More peo-- ! of $52,00000
for the year 191H. The
The following quotation from the offerareacreage
conin
over
look
to
coming
pie
ore as blocked out as
bulletin is of general interest :
gives
report
for
All this is promising
ditions.
On the dump are 6,000
44,'X) tons.
The general structure of central-easter- a state-wid- e
in time.
test
tons of twenty per cent xinc ore
New Mexico is that of an
land 51)0,000 tons of fifty-righut
per
monocline,
TAIBAN
WELL
AT
TEST
Icent iron ore.
there are local reversals of dips c!ue
TO BE STARTED SOON
The
Company.
or
and
Mining
domes
Pyramid
anticlines,
arches,
to
some of which are rather prominent.
recently
operating near
That the Clovis Oil Company's well cnt
a nine feet vein of
a
of
the many localities will
few
grade
Only
be drilled at Taiban in the very silver ore on the .100 foot good
level. The
where these structural features ap- near future, is now an assured fart.
pear to be favorable to the storage Contract was signed up last week be- main shaft has been tin watered for
more than 400 feet and development
of gas or oil, if either exists in this tween the Clovis Oil
Company ownregaun, can be mentioned here. In ers of 40,000 acres of land in the work is to commence on the lower
Guadalupe County, for example, the Taiban district and Arthur Ketsey, levels.
Mica, mining may become importapex of one of the most clearly mark- I. W. Culp, D. J. Lynch, Art Smith
ed domes is in the west central part and H. W. Magee of Ranger and ant. The Yato Mining Company of
of T. II N., K. 19 E. The uplifted De Leon, Texas, for the drilling of a Santa Fe .have bought a number of
claims around Mount nainy
beds, which are 2,500 feet thick, are
hold- mica
test well on the
of beginning early
of Permian and Pennsylvania beds deep near Taiban. Thecompany's
which was with intention
ings
rig
F. S. Donnell and aslying on granite at a vertical depth shipped in a couple of weeks ago operation.
sociates have acquired mica deposits
of 2,0U) feet or more. On Pintada is now
being unloaded and will be
Creek, in the center of T. & N, R. hauled out to the well site east of in Taos County and also in Rio Arinvolvand a
dome
19 E, there is
smaller
Taiban in a few days. J. Leitz, a riba. Mira is wnrth from one
ing the same strata, and a slightly driller of 29 years experience, has half to two cents a pound.
Corporlest pronounced dome is indicated been engaged as chief driller, and Though the Phelps-Dodg- e
in the
m the same canyon a few mites above he is now on the
with his ation has shut down its mines
atmountains
near
Burro
Pintada post office There are sev- three associates readyground
Tyrone,
to
operbegin
to development
tention is turned
eral broad, low arches in the strata ations. H. W.
of
Magee,
secretary
work 'and repairs, the entire force
in the northeast corner of this coun- the De Leon
Company came up from
Tliminrh till rntt nf
ty and in adjoining parts of San Ranger, Texas, Tuesday, and began k. i n Ft,in
In
Miguel, the next county' north.
work of superintending the re- development work is high, it will be
the
Quay County a broad, low anticline moval of the rig to the well site. carried on with a view of being prein the red beds passes a short dismining
cash has been placed in es- pared for more extensive
tance east of Tucumcari and extends $200.00
in the Bank of Commerce at when the metal market improves.
crow
in
Lincoln
for some distance north and south Taiban as a
Jicarilla mining camp
guarantee of good faith county
of the Rock Island Railroad. In De to the land owners.
is petting ready for operations
Under the conBaca County the strata dip nearly
on
a more extensive scale. The new
will
actual
drilling
tract,
operations
due east in general, but a few local
within the next twenty days. railroad from Luna will give a good
old time miners
reversals of dip suggest that minor begin
in
oil
That
quantities can be outlet for ore. Many
domes or arches may be found when found in thepaying
Taiban basin if drilling are returning to the camp and new
Lincoln
made.
into the filed.
a detailed survey is
it carried on to a sufficient depth, is capital is also coming
County is traversed by a broad anti- testified to by men throughout this
Manganese wat much in demand
cline that lies east of the Sierra
the war. Since then the depart of the country. Chief F. E. during
Btanca structural basin and passes Sadler
of the Clovis Police Depart- mand hat been small. It is reported
near Lincoln. In the western part ment was in Taiban at the time the that at toon as steel industry revives
of Lincoln County there are several railroad well there wat drilled to a there will again be a good demand
dome that appear to be favorable
of 600 feet and says that the for manganese from the New Mexfor the storage of oil, although there depth
skim of oil on the water taken from ico mines.
conis no visible evidence that they
Plans are being laid for developwell was very much in evidence
tain oil. They are in T. 6 S., R. 9 E. that
and that the water "contained too ment of the silver mines in the
in the northeast part of T. 9 S, R. 8 much oil to
district in Sierra County.
use it for engine purE, and in the center of T. S S.. R. 12 poses. J. A. Rayburn a Clovis car- When the price of silver slumped in
E. In the eastern part of Socorro
the
early nineties operations of
who was employed by the
County there is a notable elongated penter,
Fe Company at Taiban sayt mines ceased. At present it looks
Santa
dome, 3 miles northeast of Carthage that a native residing at Taiban who like early mining activity there.
coal mines, which brings up the
had constructed a dam across a racoat measures; at Prairie vine
for the purpose of irrigating his BIG COTTON CROP IN
s
the
in
Springs there is a dome
was unable to use the flush
EDDY COUNTY THIS YEAR
garden,
in
the
and
Permian
of
age,
water from the well because of the
is
4
a
R.
2
S..
there
T.
of
center
E,
That Eddy county. New Mexico it
deposit of oil on the surface.
dome m the Abo red beds. The heavy such
stories as these are told becoming an important cotton proMany
end
north
the
anticline
at
phinging
of evidences of oil in that district. ducing county is shown from the reof the Oscura Mountain uplift is also And
this, together with the fact that port just issued by R. F. Hare, Field
in the eastern part of this county.
seven noted geologists have all pro- Agent of the Bureau of Crop EstimWalla Should Be 3nk
nounced favorably upon the structure ates.
All test wells rtink in this region of the land has been a leading factor
The 9798 acres of cotton
should be carried entirely through in the matter to give Clovis people in Eddy county this year had planted
a conthe sedimentary series, which in the faith in the proposition.
100 per cent of normal on
dition
of
is
domes and anticlines mentioned
June 25, compared to only 80 per
from 2.000 to 3,000 feet thick and at ADJUTANT GENERAL
cent on this date last year.
conbottom
from
intervals
top to
HEADS NEW OIL COMPANY
Last year's acreage was 7147, and
tains coarse sands, some of which
the production was 3617 bales of
be
oil
bearing.
may
One of the most recent oil offers 500
each, and 1,590 tons of
This bulletin is in no sense dis- to the people of Santa Fe and New seed.pounds
to
15
exploration
in
legitimate
of
lots
Mexico
the
tract
couraging
it
The targe increase in acreage, and
for oil in New Mexico. The Survey acre
proven ground near Elcctra present high condition figure of the
has in preparation more detailed in- now being sold by the Texas-Atla- s
cotton in this county forecasts a
formation as to the structural and Oil Company. The tract has been yield of 5957 bates,
and 2600 tons of
in
observed
stratigraphic conditions
cut into 1500 lots and all but sixty seed.
a
covered
which
the reconnaissance
of these (four in the center of each
large part of New Mexico. The re- acre reserved as drilling sites) are MAY HAVE TO
aube
will
by
probably
ready
port
being offered at $50.00 per tot on
REDUCE HERDS
tumn. This report will be helpful easy terms, which also entitles the
in the exploration now under way. holder to one share out of 2,000 in
Representatives of more than for-t- v
tba Fiald.
the company.
Pragma
live stock organizations met in
and
found
The
trustee
been
had
oil
agree
The report that
promoters
Chicago on Monday to consider the
400
lots
soon
as
as
in
the
to
in
Union
week
begin
drilling
last
County
future of the live stock industry. A
well the United States Oil Company are sold, and to drill at least three Statement was issued that
unless an
of Denver is drilling has neither been wells whether or not oil is struck immediate market is found for the
confirmed or denied. Visitors have n the first or second well.
surplus supply of beef and lamb
not been allowed around the well.
Adjutant General James Baca is large
produced for war needs, it will beThe company drilling there has no president of the company and A. come
necessary to reduce the herds
stock to sell and has no especial M. Labry, also of this city is the and flocks.
This would endanger
on
been
both
have
vice
announcereason for making any
president,
the future supply of cattle and sheep.
over
and
enthusiastic
are
is
the
well
as
what
ment
to
developing.
ground
After a conference with represenOtherwise there is much activity in the prospects for shallow oil quick. tatives of the
large packers, it was
T. J. Caldwell, recently of Albu- decided to
Good progress is
Union County.
carry out a campaign of
being made by the Snorty Gobbler querque, but a man of several years education to induce the public to eat
people in getting ready to drill south experience in the oil game in Illinois. more beef and mutton. A cut in
of Corumpa. They are getting things Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas is sates prices of meat would seem advisable
in place near Bueyeros and also neat manager and is spending the week to increase the use.
Other localities in the in Santa Fe. He reports that the
Bryantine.
county are getting together acreage sale of lots is already progressing SUCCESSOR OF
to offer drilling companies on favor- at a rapid rate, and that it will be
LONERCAN APPOINTED
able terms.
only a few days until the drilling
In Quay connty drilling is progress- starts.
The resignation of Phillip Loner-ga- n
ing on the McGee well, having passed
as superintendent of the Pueblo
the 500 feet mark. The rig is work- PRICE OF ' HOGS
REACH HIGH LEVEL Indians has been formally accepted
ing night and day. At Ran a the
Leo Crane, s sperintendent of the
Reid steel derrick and machinery
On the Chicago market on Tuet- - Hop! Indian reservation in Arizona,
have arrived. There hat been some
nfi1 at Iticrtiest firir
ver has been appointed to succeed him.
tiAr
difficulty over leases, but this is reMr. Crane will assume the position
ported to be adjusted. A derrick has known, $2175 per hundred. This is on
the retirement of Mr. Lonergan
arrived at Endee and it will be set due to the strong demand for packon September 1st.
an as quickly as possible. The loca ing house products for export.
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MEXICO STATE

st

DIRECTOR IITM DISTRICT
ASKS STATE RECORD TO
HELP HIM REACH PEOPLE

ON APPOINTMENT
OP UNIVERSITY HEAD

actually devoid of any kind of beneficial use.
The dawn of a new era ha arrived in New Mexico and the light
was made by Governor Pankey, while ,
a millionaire land owner, he is the
little fellows' friend. Hi political
enemies are endeavoring to classify
him as a' member of the
state
land ring and land baron.

B.F.PANKEY GIVEN

The Current issue of the UniverDESERVED CREDIT
sity of New Mexico News says editorially regarding the choice of a
aew president:
The regent are seeking a man
BY GREAT DIVIDE
in the prime of life with his best
years ahead of him; a man ' who is
genial
approachable, sympathetic,
and optimistic, but who has a hack-bon- e
full
length of EDITOB
OF BIO DZNVZft
extending the
hi body; a man who haa big liberal
T
WILL HELP
WXZZLT
overnot
doe
who
university ideas,
took tq refinements, culture and
OT
GOTOUrOB
the spiritual life, but who is intenTO
sely practical in the choice of colTZBX8T 8BTTLEB8

aB-h-

The last election ushered into office Nels Field, as commissioner of
state land for New Mexico. Last
May, Governor Pankey introduced1
his great policy and plan for a mil-l- ie
more people on New Mexico?
state lands to the new land coim
missioner. Honest Nels Field. The
interview was short between the two
popular state officer. Here is what
Governor Pankey said to State Land
Commissioner Field:
"Is it the taw; is it a sound public
policy to offer state lands in great
bodies, in tracts of 2,000 acres, 20,00
50.000 acres, 100,000 acres, to the highIn other words, is it'
est bidder?
ripht and justice to the people in
offering these lands in tracts alt to
he sold or none, or is it better for
the state and better for the people
to he allowed to bid on these big
state land pastures in such a manner
that the bidder may have the right
to bid on any legal
of
'he great big state pasture? If there
is a quarter section or a half section or a section of land in the big

LIEU-TJDlAH-

Browa, publicity director of
the Eleventh Federal Reserve District, recognUiug the fact, that the
State Record over the newt ef the
ftatc mora generally and thoroughly
thaa any other New Mexico paper,
hat asked us to beta hum reach the
people of southern New Mexico during the Tariff and Savings Stamp
drive now oar and in the campaign
for more stamps sate which will ex-

C C

lege courses,

and

tha method

of

business

sound

judgment,

and

un-

By VOLNEY

questioned tactfulness in dealing with
men; a ma a of action who is willing
to throw his soul and body into
the work of building up the University of New Mexico until st becomes a powerful factor in touching the life of the state with continual upward tendency."

and government to "finish the job" and so
fully understood such will
by the sale of War Stamps, which be made to feel the weight of a
are a better investment for the peo- definite, determined and
vigorous
ple than the bonds and involve a popular disapproval.
shorter interest paying period for The Albuquerque Journal after
the government, and will heartily cotaking Aldo Leopold to task for his
operate with the Treasury oficials obnoxious activity regarding the unito that end.
in the name of
verse
We quote one paragraph from Mr. the y presidency Chamber of ComBrown's letter to the State Record, merceAlbuquerque
says:
which speaks for itself:
"The state university is a state
"I have been reading the New Mexinstitution,
supMirted by the taxico State Record this year with conof New Mexico, and is not
siderable interest, since the South- payers
run for the special benefit of this
ern half of your Stale is in our Dis- locality."
trict, and I notice that you carry a
The Central Labor Union of
large amount of new. from the South
has
passed resolutions
I
(
am
ern New Mexico
ounties.
favoring the appointment of a man
our
name
on
mailing from outside t he- state, thereby obplacing your
list for two reasons, one because
a president without ;Uc Handiwe send out considerable New Mex- tainingof
political and personal ties.
cap
ico news which I know you will be He must be absolutely free and tin-- j
reason embarrassed lv political or social
glad to receive. The
is that I feet that if your paper connections within the state.
would use some of our publicity t h 'it
Nestor Montoya, a recent of the
we will be enabled to reach many University, is quoted as follows:
in
who
our District
probably
persons
"As to the presidency for the unido nrt receive any of the paper pub- versity
ill say that with my vote
in
their
respective community." the best man fitted by education,
licity
experience and executive ability, a
BUSINESS CONCERNS FILE
man of today, shall be selected,
CORPORATION PAPERS whether from or outside of the s'ate."
ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS
IN STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The department of Education under
the direction of Jonathan H. Wag-- ,
ner, Superintendent of Public Instritction, is accomplishing much in
getting system into the educational
Well directed
work of the state.
efforts are being made to bring all
the high schools up to standard. This
has been very successful the last
year. The standard set by the North
Central Association has been adopted the past year by eight high!
schools in the state. The total accredited schools are now eighteen and
others are ready to be brought up to
-;

standard.

Due to obviously unfair rates on
lumber over the Rock Island into
Quay County the Railroad Administration has ordered that hearing be
hetd to determine fair rates on lumber from Louisiana and south Texas
mills. At the present time the rate
into Tucsimcari is (forty cent a hundred and to Nara Sisa thirty-on- e
cents though much of the lumber is
hauled through Tucumcari to Nara
Visa. Early decision is not looked
for as the matter will be acted on
by various traffic committees! before a final decision can be made in
Washington.

This is of much importance to the
students in the high schools. Attending an accredited school and
praduating therefrom, the students
of
majr enter higher institution
learning without taking an entrance
examination, not only in New Mexico but in other states. The diploma
of an accredited high school is generally recognized.
The high schools and preparatory
departments in the following New
Mexico towns are already on the
accredited list : Albuquerque,
Artesia, Carlsbad, Clayton,
Clovis, Gallup, Deming, East Las
Vegas, I as Cruces, Raton, Roswelt,
Santa Fe. Tucumcari, and the preparatory departments of the Normal
University at Las Vegas, the Normal
School at Silver City, Military Institute at Roswetl, and the State College at Las Cruces. Any student
completing the high school course in
anv one of these will be admitted to
college work, without examination.

INCORPORATION OF
AMERICAN

CERTIFICATES OF
INDEBTEDNESS

'

ROCK ISLAND
RATE HEARINC

LEGION

A bill authorizing the incorporation of the "American Lefjion." composed of veterans of the world war
has been introduced in Congress.
Principal purposes of the organization are to "uphold and defend the
constitution of the United States, to
safeguard and transmit to posterity
the principle of the justice, freedom
and democracy for which the military and naval forces contended, to
maintain taw and order, and to foster
and perpetuate a one hundred per
cent Americanism.

o,

--

From eastern New Mexico wheat
fields comes reports that help for
the harvest is short. Though the
need for man power has been reduced to minimum by the nse of the
most improved harvesting machinery,
farmers find that they can not readily obtiin the men they need. As
soon as the grain is cut. there will
be just as strong demand for men
for the threshing. In many places
the straw is very ra"V and his will
end to lengthen the threshing period.

er

$2,-1-

Brown-Crumm-

HARVEST HELP IS
NOT PLENTIFUL

SOLD

Otis & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio were
successful bidders for New Mexico
certificates of indebtedness, bids beby State Treasurer
ing opened
Strong, on Monday July 1st.
On $125,000, certificates of indebtedness, Otis & Co. bid par, accrued
interest and a premium of $2,500;
Co, of Wichita,
Kan, par. accrued interest and
premium.
On $187,000, certificates of indebtedness. Otis & Co, bid par accrued
interest and premium of $.17':
Co., par. accrued
interest and premium of $3,229.
Brown-Crumm-

er

STRIKE
TELEGRAPHERS'
PROVES A FAILURE
Because, the commercial

telegra-

phers failed to make the strike ef-ol
fective, the members of the Order
Railroad Telegraphers on Julv 1st
again began handling business of the
Western Union and Postal Telegraph
orcompanies.' The members of the
der, who number more than 80.000,
are instructed no, to handle excess
business that the elciTsph companies may divert to the railroads

offices.
MANAGER
FOR
FOR E. P. A S. W. APPROPRITION
NEW MEXICO INDIN SCHOOLS
A E. Sweet has been appointed
The Indian cbool t Aiboonermie
Federal manager of the El Paso and
0
Southwestern System and the union receives an armrotrr:rin of
in he Tnt:n wnrwonriation
depot company at El Paso. He succeeds G. F. Hawks who resigned some bill recentlv rtassed bv Con press.
ot n attendance
time aoo. Mr. Sweet hs been rail- This is on a ba
roading since 1883. tongh recently of 450 rmnits. tfnnmnn j, allowed
be has been connected with the foe building snd ren;r
F Tnt:n chnol re
The
Marlsnd Refining Comanv at Ponca
of n atCi'v. Oklahoma. Mr Hawk goes to ceives $82,400 00 on a
s nnono it
California where he has personal in- tendance of 400 mwilsi
provided for renairs nd Z200W for
terest that will require hi full
a water supply system.
NEW FEDERAL

?2.-700-

fs

T. HOGGATT. Editor

Great Divide.

tend throughout the year.
It is an open question at this time
whether it wilj be necessary for the
government to plaice another bond
issue to finish paying for the war.
One way to avoid this is by the
comHerald
The
sale of enough War Stamps to bring ments Albuquerque
editorially:
in the required amount, and Treas"Any man or set of men who will
ury officials are trying to meet the deliberately inject politics, personal,
deficiency in this way.
or otherwise, into a situaThe State Record believes that it partisan
tion of this kind, wherein the needs
will be better for both the people of the whole situation are so clear

Greenfield Farms is an Albuquerque company that will do a real
estate business and operate farms
and do everything therewith conF.
nected. Tiicorpcirators :
Lee, George Koslington, and A. I!.
McMillan of Albuquerque. The capis divided
ital stock of $25,00000
into dollar shares.
Nordhaus Realty Company of Dem-in- g
is a general real estate organisation. The incorporators are : F. L
Nordhaus, M. A. Nordhous, and Hal-li- e
Nordhaus Tucker, The capital
stock is $50100.00, divided into $10000
shares.
Alexander & Company of Santa
Rita wilt do a general merchandise
business and also do business in
meats, grains, timber, and lumber.
The incorporators are Frank A.
Alexander, Dirk E. iSeligman, and
Charles Farnsworth of Santa Rita.
The capital stock is $25,00000. divided into $100.00 (hares.

HAKE HOMES BXBE

their presentation; a man who possesses just everyday common tense
in an uncommon measure, good,

248

In the field by far the biggest
man that the drama of politics has
produced in New Mexico is Governor Benjamin Franklin Paokey of
Santa Fe. Born and reared on a
farm in southern Illinois, he early
acquired the art of good farming.
With the small means acquired by
an early frugal life he drifted west
to Kansas during its formative period
of growth
later on he invested in
Colorado and by irrigation reclaimed 1,000 acres of Brid lands in the
San Luis Valley, south of Alamosa,
where todav it represents a cash 50.01
pasture that a purchasrr
value of $1K1,000. He is the type of would like to hid for it, let him have
the
actual
and
small
the very
opportunity." That was the plain
family of
who
farmers
might he American talk that Governor Pan-ke- y,
practical
or
the richest land owner in New
termed the
Whatever he did, Mexico, made to Nels Field, the state
farmer pioneer.
lie did efficiently.
The lur of the land commissioner. The reply nf the
was: "Mr. Pankey,
frontier called linn to New Mexico! commissioner
where today, being not only the pick out any hip state land pasture
most popular man in the entire "n the state of New Mexico. Apply
j for it and I will offer it for sale
state, he is the biggest single
dividual land owner in the entire; not all in one tract, hut each tract
aim the pasture you select will be
like
slate owning
something
Don't forget this
quarter million of acres of grazing - sold separately."
pasture, and farming land is his em- wonderful sentence: "F'arh tract that
pire of domain in tlic Sunshine statelgoes to run lie up 'lie big pasture
of New Mexico. Every acre of land 'will he sold SEPARATELY"
There
lie, purchased
came from money dugjK the beginning of the dawn in New
M
w
exit o.
acre the
nut of the ground
hereby the "little fellow '
governor has today is placed to a, is on the ground floor with the big
beneficial use. Not one acre, he and powerful beef trust and the big
states, he never bought for specula- - ta'e land baron lessee when it comes
tive purposes. He doe not own anytn buying state lands that are to be
stale lands. All his holdings were sold in big state land pastures
from ow ners of Spa'iish lowing is the official notice of sat,-- ,
laud grants of which the state is issued and published by Nels Field,
carved. He gave this interesting and the peoples' land commissioner, at
the instance and on the application
illuminating interviews:
of New
"f the lieutenant
"The primal reason why New Mex- Mexico, the Hon. pxivernor FrankBenjamin
ico today is not blessed with a mil lin Pankev of Santa Fe.
lion people is for the sole reason of ,
practically 70 per rent ot the land
Readers of The Great Divide, this
surface of the great commonwealth
adjoins the big tattle ranch
pasture
in
included
Spanish grants,
being
Governor. Pankey on the south. It
forest reserves, Indian reservations, of
is level prairie land-wi- th
an abundand empires of state land pastures ant
growth of gramma grass, a chofenced in and from opportunity of
colate colored loam soil nf
every kind towards home making. depth ; water can be obtained at great
shal"The land situation in New Mexico low
from forty to not over
of any state one depths,
is the most
hundred feet.
Governor Pan-ke- y
in the Union. The policy of the old
will not bid on any tract in
of
which
are
empires
Spanish grants
He promised me
big pasture.
lands included in nearly every valley this
last fall that he would follow the
in the state, whose exterior boundapolicies of The Great Divide
ries are marked only by moun'ain great
in
its homeless readers to
ranges, whose areas averaged from findhelping
a home. Governor Pankey will
20,000 acres to as high as 2,000,000
not exact a penny from any bidder
acres in extent.
who desires to make a bid on any
"It seems both the state and fed- tract above described. The pasture
is
now being
eral government followed the cusby the pre
toms of the Spanish crown in carv- ent lessee. I understand he is subrethese
lands
around IS
all
of
best
state
the
leasing
ing out nearly
The rainfall is the
maining portion of the territory now cents per acre.
known as the state of New Mexico. same as eastern Colorado, The land
The federal government at one time are near the foot hilt. If thin paslocated in eastern
fell swoop, withdrew from homestead ture land wa
settlement under the guise of the Colorado they would tell for $10)
Go
acre.
and investigate this
national forest act of congress, nine per
million acres of the state land pasture. If you will select
and one-hawhat
tract
There is not nine
specific
you desire to
public domain.
and
million acres of strict- a bid on and can make arrangement
ly forest lands in the entire states with Governor Pankey to bid the land
of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and i for you, write him. in care nf the
the south half of the great state of First National Bank, Santa Fe. for
California. Again, there is with- full information, i Inclose a 2Lceat
drawn from occupation and use by stamp. No extra charge wilt be made
our million of homeless families ap by the governor in attending to your.
proximately five million acres as In - Purchase. I consider Governor Pan- dlan reservations where now and for key one of the best iudges of land
His ambition is
ever not S per cent of the area is in the southwest.
the policien of The Great
placed to the least beneficial use. to follow He
With these views expressed by the Divide.
approves of its great'
nv and all informaIn land policies,
governor I asked the remedy.
reply he said: "Nothing but a plain, tion relactive to this state land sale
American, businesslike administration will be cheerfullv given those inof the unoccupied public lands of the terested by addressing Governor.
state."
First, he reiterated to me Pankey, Santa Fe. New Mexico. VV
what he told me when he was work- want to not only thank the onvernor
ing the race for lieutenant gov- 'nit to tell the world that his action
ernor of the state. He said then: in taking up the fight for the little
"I will, with all my power and with fellow is helping him to obtain a
all my influence undertake to fol- home, makes an era, or epoch in enn- ructive development
of a grestf
low the plan adopted by ' far off
Australia and New Zealand, which state's national resources, unparall
was the breaking up the lordly sheep e'ed in state government.
n
law of
pastures under the
eminent domain, the condemnation SAN JUAN HAS LIGHT
for
of private property
public purFRUIT CROP THIS YEAR
poses and under the general welfare
clause of the English common law
letter received from a friend
the result of the subdivision of the
,ne
Kfcora in .an Juan.
treat baronial estates in New Zea-,land and the placing of the small county this week gives a few fig- there this
,,u'1
sheen farmer on sma I tracts in- creased the number of sheep in the season, as follows: Apples 2S per
" inerr.es or per .en.,
past twenty years from two million
million on an arrl"ne- - Grapes 80 per cent. Berries
to twenty-fiv- e
of land surface of equal sire to thei"0 P" centof ,hat resourceful
state of New Mexico. This wonder- - The
ful development rtf sheep farming county are however, going more info
'ock raising, with the result
s made in New Zealand where the' ''vc
rainfall and the native grasses werejthV ,nfy Tt more Prosperous than
ftw rars ago. and a short fr.ut
far less than exist in New Mexico
. ; ,l- - crop now is not Stic h a set b; ck te
nn ,u:. M.....tn...
general as it worll
sheen prmulafon was that while the! he
have been a few years ago when
sheep were on the summer range, fruit was
depended upon to a greater
he small sheer farmer was husv
planting and harvesting sufficient extent.
forage for their finishing and fattenARIZONA TRIES CENTRAL
ing.
BOARD FOR INSTITUTIONS
It meant a better grade of wool and
tnntton and practically a lamb crop
A new board of directors of three
of twice 'he weight of that produced
bv the sheep barons on their onen members, composed of the governor,
state treasurer, and an appointed
range, where the idea of raising
for "eir florks was never dream member, are now in charge of all Ari
except the
ed of. That policr adopted tn New zona state institution
Mevico. favored bv nature as this educational institutions. This is of
great state is. for the sheen industry, much interest to the people of New
wordd mean instead of anrtoono sheep Mexico as a constitutional amendin be sate todav. 20.00000, sheep ment will be voted on at a special
irt New Mexico within ten vears from election in September, creating a
his date. And 'bat would in no hoard of ccntrol of four members
wise interfere w'th the cattle and for all state institutions. The results
the
farming indnstrv of the state- in the trt the Arizona olan may affect
least because the sheep wnubf be vote on this New Mexico- amendyreared and fattened on land today ment this fall
farmer-road-blaz-
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CHARLES

MAY SERVE

KRAMAR

AMEER OF AFGHANISTAN

MUST RATIFY

LIGHT DRINKS

CAREER AS BANDIT

GERMAN GUNS

THE TREATY

BATTER POLES

REPORTED IN THAT
MAY ALLOW CERTAIN

WILL NOT BE RAISED
UNTIL AFTER RATIFI-

BLOCKADE

STOPPED

NOT

ARE

CATION.

LIQUORS.

SALE

HEAVY

ATTORNEY GENERAL WILL NOT
PROSECUTE CAUSES
STIR.

f
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S. BEHIND

U.
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Forms Partnership
Stranger and Holds Up
vated Stations.

Wtern .WTapT

L'nlon

FRANCE

Nr

Vi--

Wetrn

lr.

Nw.papi--

t'njov

Service.

1'uris, .1 uiii' HO. Condiiiun'iug tin.'
Paris, June '28. Movements of the
Germans against the western Polish
raising of he blockade upon Gerboundary' at .three points are giving
many's nil ificution of tin1 treaty is
Iii 'conference
as u
cirili
great uneasiness in conference circles,
uiid igiiiice .Ian I'aderewski, Polish
sure plan fur securing a spee'dy' ralifi- ci iiii'iii, a Hal
'Mv.'.h
inl' ( ii'i luany's fund ami
caiiiui
preinii'r, is making earnest efforts to
'
I
L
till' lie pari
lllliLt.h;is due 11)
raw iiuiii rial iircd. As- Itussia was
This is a photograph of Amanullah, obtain aiiiin.uniilon limn the allies be
tin iiiu'ertiiiiiiy
I.... Charles Kramar, delegate to the plaiiieully
jis a n'sult' i)f the new ameer of Afghanistan, against fore the Germans cut the principal
Jiisirirt Court
peace conference from
Ihi' I'll" Lade 'a'guinsi Hie central pow- whom General Barretts of the British railways.
l ull' mi a ponding claim hy lui WITS
and prime minister of the Czecho ers, thi' iiinfiiii is
hul when l hit army has begun operations.
ullucks
upon
Heavy
arlillery
lllat l"i-- inhlaillilli; thai mil'll ;il.t- - slovak government, was long a leader blockade nl' ijiriii ceases there will'lie
zeiistochowa from the south and
- linl inliivii .innu.
of the Young Czech party In the Aus!'!
Hu blockade against liussia.
WuOLD ESCAPE TRIAL west .iJua'Uten to cut the railway
J'.ut wliilf llii- - iiiiieriainiy
isicil trian reichsrat. He was arrested early
Warsaw with Cracow ami the
- In beer nl' lighter all oliolii' per- - in the war and condemned to death by
iiiitirii-atiiitu
Paris, 'llii' nlTii ial
coal fields.
Teschen
in.ii ni generally here- - an Austrian court, but was later reihia'i'
llial llii' l.liirkailu will mil
MAY LEAD NEW REVOLT AFTER
'i veil Hull prieved and liberated. His entire pub- be
The Hermans aro also advancing at
lotiuv, lull warning wu
Hu
il
is ralifii'd
uniil
ith
miles south-uau- t
In whisky ami all n - lic life has been devoted to the cause
SIGNING OF TREATY, REPORT.
Kroloechin, fifty-fou- r
was ill llif fuini of a
ui
by
- In ulio-- o
iuiuxii-uof Posen mid directly west of
ing pow- - of Bohemian liberty.
nige- tun ailoiili'd by the council of
ffsnlui
I
iln ri' wus hu iliiiilit. every govern- fun
FLEES FROM HOLLAND AND IS .oil., and there is fighting on the
presi'iiieil to the (lenmlli
In wurkj
Hiver NeUe west of Hromherg. Polish
w.iiihl Intiiii.'.il :igi
licr-liIN HIDING IN EAST
NOW
for
Its
hefoie
u;alioii
ilepiuluie
ill a il. li M.llii il
lul l In pl e ilt TROOPS STORM CROWDS
stuff officers stationed In Paris rePRUSSIA.
Ihe resolution follows:
!';ni me anil sale.
gard the C.eiistocliovvu action as
The superior blockade council la
tinaliul'
II. .u
lii
most crillcal, as the Germans are
lit
j.
iiisiiui'ied tu uise its urrnuelueUK Western
FOR NEW
111111111111rnlun IVw
wiiiil'l depend nr- - AGITATORS BLAMED
wliliin twenly miles of the city at
mi
N'wpapr
trade
rictiiui
lor
resi
upon
il nl'
In'
iliii,ii-iiini In' OUTBREAKS IN HUN CITIES.
London, .lune i!7. With the crown some points.
with (ienimuj- on the assumption that
hillill
I'Ul I'l'l
'the decision of Ihe council of four
sli'ji to
Hie allied uiid associated powers will prince returned to Germany, supposedto establish
thii Hu
in an I'lTurl
not wait to raise the blockade until ly to attempt the leadership of a mili- to permit the Polish army
.
BY
lliiSTREETS SWEPT
nl
RIOTERS, the
warlilnt' law.
as pro- tarist coup d'etat; mid with increasing olilcr In Gullcin, east of Lemhcrg,
of
ratification,
completion
tm
It temporary
LOOTING AND WRECKING
a
iln i liaMrecogni
vided for at the end of tiie treaty with clashes between the populace and carried with
III.of the Hiver llrucz as the eastSTORES.
in llii ii inn iiii'iu- li'
it is to be raised troops in licrliu and Hamburg, it is tion
hut
that
(ieniiuny,
I., rs ,.i Huern boundary of Poland, pending the
al
immediately upon receipt of informa- feared that the upheaval prophesied decision
II
ul'
HI' rut
of the League of Nat ions.
beell when tiurniany should sign thd peace
llie
hus
tion
of
that
pence
l
treaty
Nt'iv
ull
I.
i
in
NVwpu
Wvlrn
j..
r ui' iro- Tills decision was especially gratifyI'llln
treaty has ulready begun.
unified
hy
erniany."
'l lie stii-elIiiliii inn.
of Uerli, June mi.
No definite
word of the crown ing to M. l'aderew ski and his assoconvention
The
W In n
liu were scenes ul rioiine mid plunilei'-ilial ill
mini sii'i-.'iprince's w hereabouts, or of his plans, ciates, as the Interallied commissions
on
two
been
of
behalf
the
bns
signed
last nielli and Ihis inoruiiiK.
which visited the region supported
r;i li. liis ruling hail
Try
to the news- has been received beyond the bare
s ami
al
In
hy speechcK from utiititlorii In iu ermiicnls, according
fact thai he has crossed the frontier Polish reports that the district wus
covenant
is
the
that
said
It
if nut Alrxuiiilvr I'lal., niohs attacked ami papers.
terrorized hy bandits connected
main in ui'i'i'i Ml. Ull'llll'l'l-Includes several art ides nnd specifies of Hulluiiil aud is again on Germun being
noses to rolitn il pedesiriiiiis and mult routed
nunmill
soil. It is suggested that his flight with no recognized army or organized
of
the
violations
that
by
peuce treuty
snlillers. Troops nent to Aluiau-de- r
ii r ready to ait
fiml it sii
ii
may have been merely to escape seiz- govern incut.
I'Ihik were find on hy crowds In Vnnany will lve France the right ure nnd trial by the allies.
to llie friiiit to ili'iiiaml
ii;il'iil imi of
Uritifali
American
ami
to
.
request
measiii-esso as to the si reel and fi'iuu the roofs of
Government
ilie
In Berlin many streets are barricad
troops
Copenhagen.
ii m v Ii lit omi' a lull thai would
They fiiiMlly succeeded ill flear-- i
ed aud there have been bitter engage have entered Hamburg, according to
In
One
coincidence
the
paper says
K the streets.
from
The
eonlainiu
advices
all
lieer
that
the
of
w
occupacity.
stop
the slft'iiuc of the convention and the ments hot een the government troops tion is
L'lm-more luiu one half of
in the city hands of maper eeul alproceeding in an orderly mantbe same day is part of aud mobs fur the past several days. ner. The
pem-treuty
to
declined
cohol.
Communists
cltrauders lulilicil shops and attacked
of union among the associ Militarist circles in the (lerinaii capital
il was said, Iziiiis, rifling Hielr pockets. The neigh the rplrii
which would have
Cont.'1'cKsioiinl leailei-sguarantees
give
a
counter
discuss
the
for
openly
plans
Is
see that the treaty
refiiseit lo iilialuloii plans I'm- a reresK borhood of the .Stettin railroud station ated powers to
revolution, ulmed to suppress the com averted the occupation of the cily.
carried out
in
in pui the lull ihr.iu'h as wan notably disorderly.
Street cars
uiunist
uprising, which apparently has
The peace
"as taken from
Mil
Copenhagen. Itailnn, German and
Ineasllre, alul he W'llAU were held up while rioters searched Versailles to treaty
already been launched, and to place
at
and
Paris
deposited
of pri'liilul urn will he held up the passengers' pockets and stole wornfaction again in Austriuu Communists held a confer
Marshal Joffre the royalist-Junke- r
office.
jthe
protocol
ence iu southern iyrol a few day
en's rings. Here, also, soldiers were w as
temporarily.
unable to attend the ceremony, power.
While the attorney general's siaff heaieu ami shots were fired from roofs 'and
ago for the purpose of preparing for
Armed resistance to the allies
Mai dull Koch and Marshal I'etain
was wiesllitit' Willi the ipiesiion of and windows and the soldiers relumed
likewise being considered. 1'ield Mar a revolution in Italy, says a dispatch
be
to
were
unable
also
present.
muiinloxii-uliiii.'
heer, the fire.
intoiiiitliiK anil
shal von Hindenburg, in reply to a re from Vienna. The revolution was
A note will be sent the Turkish
Ihifixed for the middle of July.
Afier daylight this morning the city
jllilii'illiy eouilllillee sent til lllH
ad- quest from the minister of defense
of
four
council
the
by
Iloit-- e
it
report, in which the hold was ipileter, but at noon the police ap- delegation
Con-- I concerning the allied rejection of Ger
to
to
return
the
members
Berlin. The troops on entering
a ei'iioii was made thai
man reservations iu the peace treaty,
aiiyiliiim pealed for troop, as the crowds were vising
over one half of
per cent alcohol gathering once more,
thousand stuutlnople.
said Unit In the event of u resump- Hamburg ordered Ihe Immediate ces!
no
there
will
The
say
message
sation of hostilities, the release of all
was Imoxicaiinv within the purview workers in the shops across (iruene-walreason to believe an agreement can tion of hostilities the Germans would
law and that Congress
ef lie
railroad bad struck. Troops have be reached In
be able to reconquer l'osun nnd uiuin- - prisoners held by the Communists in
benear
the
future,
liml not the eoiii'l should 1'iv. the
tain the frontiers to the east, but the city ball and Ihe delivery of
occupied the (ioerlltt and Stettin stasale tions, which are still being used by the cause of the great difference between hardly would be able to reckon en weapons.
pel elillli!!' of nil lievelai-'es- ,
and
the
Turks
the
of
the demand
All criminals released during recent
of which is
success in the west. The field marid hy pioliiliitinu public.
concessions the allies ure willing to
turbulent events were ordered reOtlllllll s.
Ili-shal is said to have added:
niaiiii Mueller, Ihe new foreign
"A favorable issue to our operations turned to Jail.
Attoiiicy (ieiieral I'almer, in his minister, the Tagehlatt says, has de- grant.
The council of four have reached an
The casualties In the rioting are
us to llie policy of the
clined to go to Versailles to sign the
therefore, very doubtful, but as a
is
to
agreement on the economic terius
estimated to have been twenty killed
called iilleiilion to the fact pence treaty. Meld Marshal von
1 must
an
honorable
soldier,
prefer
be imposed on Austria.
and 1.T0 lo 200 wounded. On the sur
in every city and
Hint llie ii ill In nit
full lo an Ignoniinous peuce."
it Is ndded, hns resigned the
is quieter. The
tllK hail heetl reipiesteil to ulve till" chief coLimand of the army.
A report from Iterlin said that Field face, the situation
Hang and Burn Negro.
Utmost ciHiperat Ion In the mailer of
Marshul von Hindenburg had resigned banks ore open, the official offices
Kllisville, Miss. Trailed for ten days from the chief command. Later dis- are doing business and the city transFiifiirclnu all undisputed provisions of
Ixiudon. Hresldenl Kbert of (ler
the wiir time law.
patches said that General Groener had portation systems are operating.
many, I'reinler Huiier and nil the mm through southern Mississippi by posses
The authorities, however, have not
The temporary refusal not lit pro- Isters have issued a proclamation to which included several hundred mem- - BUOceeded bim, but that Groener like- their control. The riots
ceed imain-- l those sellini: 1 per cent the German pwoplH, according to a bers of his own race, John Hartfield, wis hud resigned, but had ugreed to
heer allluiut'll evlili-l- e imalnsl hen) wireless message from Iterlin, an- negro, confessed assailant of an Kllis- remain In command until the situation are said to be the beginning of gen
deswill he ohtaineil with il view In their nouncing the conclusion of peace nnd ville young woman, was captured
had become tramiuilized. Itebels are erally chaotic conditions planned by
prosecution In the event the court de- urging us the first pressing need the perately wounded In a cane brake, in complete control of Hamburg, a the Spartacans, and expected by them
cide nciiin-- t Hie hrewers does not bending of all efforts to its fulfill- rushed by automobile to the scene news agency dispatch from Berlin re- to extend throughout the country. The
mean that persons offerini; it for sale ment. "As far as It la possible to of his crime, hanged to a gum tree and ported. General von
the dis- authorities here said they expected
In territory heretofore dry will he excarry II out," says the proclamation, burned to ashes. His victim Identified patch added, has been ordered to crush that the Spurtacan element would athim and witnessed his execution.
tempt an uprising here shortly.
Ihe revolt by force.
"the treaty mum be carried out."
empt from arrest mid prosecution.
It declares faithful loyalty to those
New York Has Wild Night.
Guns Thunder News.
War Board Lahore Over.
Confidential report
threatened with separation from the
Washington.
New York. Mourned by one of the empire and promises to Intercede la
New York. The guns of thirty war- that the former German crown prince,
Washington. The national war la
greatest crowds of "high livers" that their behalf, "as we would intercede ships anchored In the Hudson river, and also probably the former emperor, bor board has ended Its activities preever struggled its way Into cafes, ho- for ourselves."
It concludes by ra- the blare of sirens of hundreds of would attempt to
Germany paratory to final dissolution by the
tels and plain thlrsHpienchlng emior-iuius- , tioning the people to realise the need other craft,
bells from scores after the signing of tb peac treaty, President. No new cases will be beard
pealing
from
were
received
"bard llipior" retired
public of work sod fultnfuluees to duty for of church
by government nor new application
received, but
spires and the strains of officials here. recently
This became known present controversies, Jointly submitlife in New York. The popular restau- the redemption of the country.
carried
Banner"
'The
were
after a dispatch telling of the escape ted, which cannot be concluded prior to
rants and cafes iu llroadwny
the news to New York thst Germany of the crown
prince had been received June 30, will be assigned to the Joint
Famous Place Is Dry.
agllttcr with lights and filled to capacdotted
and
faced
line
had
last
the
at
ity with gay crowds that rivalled thoae
New Hsven, Conn. tn of the moat that peace had brought to a close the recently by government official her. chairman or section of the board for
The former German crown prince was disposition. The board aald it had recthat have attended the city's traditionfamous of the college Institutions will greatest war of history. The words Interned
al New Year celebrations or even the
by the Dutch' oTmaenx a ommended that with the approval of
out
the
flashed
from
when
signed"
hangs
Morey's
"peace treaty
disappear
arml-iic- e
the Island of Wiertngen, and if he pre the'PreeTdenTaU administration duties
night outburst.
the
stations
to
wireless
Sold
:
Alcoholic
jroverBroeat
Keverages
serves his statu as a soldier the opln in connection with the unfinished cases
sign "No
Pennsylvania, Ad- ion of International law authorities and all records aad file of the board
Holland Is Warned.
Here." The traditions of nearly
was
the
miral
Mayo's flagship,
of a century will be shattered
here is that the Motherlands govern be transferred to the Department of
Uindon. The allied governments
have represented to the government of when this old Kngllsh tavern, protiably which let loose the guns. By flag and ment may be held accountable by the Labor.
news
to
from
flew
the
ship
associated powers for his escape. Of
Holland the necessity of taking steps better known than any similar refec- semaphore
Wanta Blame for War.
to prevent the departure of the former tory in the country, closes. Morey a ship of the Atlantic and Pacific fleets ficials said one effect of the escape
was
t anchor here, and
answered undoubtedly would be to cause the au
H. was discovered
Berlin. Dr. Theobald too Bethmann-Hollweg- .
German finMTor from llnllaml,
ly tne class oi lBtu. with
the crash of salvos repeated thorltles of Holland to renew precauformer German chancellor,
Morey's has been of
Harinsworth, undersecretary of state Kmin that time
times la the national tions to prevent the escape of the for bas asked the allied and associated
for foreign affairs, announced in the Ysle s literally as one of the build- twenty-onsalute.
mer enieror.
powers to place him on trial Instead of
House of Commons in Kngland.
ings of the caaipus Itself.
the former emperor. The former chancellor says that he assumes responsibilBale Brings Big Price.
Ante Hit by Train.
Reach lnvnty Billion.
Deport Interned Germans.
Charleston, 8. C. Nine hundred ity for the acts of Germany during hi
Washington. Resources of national
Houston. Tenas Almost I.MI0 was
Oxford, Neb. Six persons were
banks reported ander the call of May Germans who have been Interned In period of office and places himself at
mil
Texas killed aad one badly injured
paid for the first bale of
catton when it was sold at auction in west of Oxford when an automobile 12 were announced aa fL'O.K'AOOO.OOO, this country and who have requested the disposal of the allies. The request
the cotton exchange here. The bale carrying a party of seven waa trck an Increase of SSOT.tlOO.000 since that they be returned home left here of the former chancellor was made
2.1 In a communication
to Pre
weighed 471 pounds and was sold at by a fast Burlington passenger trala at March 4, and nearly f 10,000,000,000 In on the army transport Martha Wash June
mier Clemenceaa,
the last six years.
ington.
a grade crossing.
S2.1Z a pound.
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Saloons in Crepe.
St. Ixmis.
prohibition will
to the letter in St. Ixiuis,
tie enfon-eunless official instructions are received
to th contrary, federal officials here
All policemen were in
announced.
structed to report violators to the federal authorities. More than .Vl.Omi ersons were served at cafes the last night
It was estimated. In the downtown saloons all bartenders wore Mack neck
tie and mourning hands, and the mir
rors were festooned with crepe.

Geta Bis, Ovation.
Versailles. The most dramatic moment connected with the signing of
world peace came unexpectedly at the
conclusion of this greatest ceremony in
history, when Premier Clemen ceau.
President Wilson and Premier Lloyd
George descended from the hall of mir
rors to the terrace at the rear of the
palace where thousands of spectators
were massed. Instantly the three were
surrounded hy struggling, cheering
masses of people, fighting for chance
to get near the statesmen.

Fewer te Repeal Doubted.
Washington. The question of whether the President would have tb
power to repeal war-tim-e
prohibition
by declaring demobilisatioa
complete
was discussed la the House by Representative Hoch of Kansas. "There
seems to be a general belief," Mr. Hoch
said, "that the President aot only bas
the power to repeal the act, bat intends to do so. The liquor Interests In
many sections of the country are opealy defying the law aad are taking out
Krenaes for the nest fiscal year.

Te Smash Anarchist.
Washington. Provision for vigorous
tops by the federal government
gainst bomb throwers aad other an
arcblst and radicals declared by gov
era men t official to b plotting the
overthrow of tb
government and
spending $2,000,000 monthly to that
end were made la the, sundry civil
appropriation bill a reported to the
Senate. Among tb measures recommeaded were large additional appro
priations for the department of Justice.

Recess.
Preposs
that Coo
Washington. Proposal
gress recess for tea day, beginning
early next month, after the annual supply measures bare been passed, have
been made by some Democratic senators, but thus far Republican leaders
have refused to agree, holding that la
view of the early retain of President
Wilson, and hi desire to address the
Senate it would be unwise for tb
Senate to suspend it work lo tb Im
mediate future.

Signed Bill at Sea.
Wsshington President Wilson signed
the railroad appropriation bill, the In
dian bill, some minor measure and
other documents which needed signature to become law before July 1, in
It was the first time that
chief executive of the United States
had affixed his signatory to appropriation bills at ea. or. Indeed, away from
A poncb
continental United States.
containing the bills was dispatched on
the east hound transport Great North
era. from New York oa Jaat 24.

Big Shipments In Geld.
New York. The Isst tea days have
witnessed the movement of large
amounts of gold coia from the United
States to the Orient and South America. Shipments of several million dollars to China have been made during
that period and it is estimated before
the present movement Is terminated
tio.tim.ono will have heea sent to that
country. To date approximately $9,- 000.000 has gone to iapan and it Is
probable that a similar amount wW
be ant withla the aext few day.

Washington. A straight clear-cu- t
e
bill for enforcement of
prohi
bition baa bean reported oat by the
Hon
Judiciary committee. Decision
to separate the war time from the conamendment
stitutional
prohibition
measure said to be tb most drastic
Uqaor bill ever presented to Congress
y
was reached after aa
sensloa.
A proposal that two distinct bill be
drafted was rejected, bat It was
broagbt ap agala aad was pending
wbea a asotloa t
adjourn abraptly

Argonn Casualties 120,000.
Americaa casualties
Washington.
during the
day Meuee-Ar-goaae offensive aggregated 120,000
mea. or 10 per cent of tb total of 1,-200,000 engaged, according to a "statistical summary of the war with Germany," prepared by Col. Leonard P.
Ayers, chief of the statistical branch of
the general staff aad published by the
War reprtmenL Best information obtainable by the general staff places the
total battle death for all belligerents

No More Service Abroad.
Washington. Offer of service in
Europe to recruit obtained ander vol
nnteer enlistment will bo withdrawn
under orders prepared by the War Department The policy of sending regular officers oversea to relieve those
ia the Americaa expeditionary forces
also will be abandoned. This actios
was said to have resulted from tb ita-p roved situation hi Europe growing oat
of the imminent signing of the pear
treaty. Ia the orders ef fleers her foresaw aa early return at aa the. troops
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ALLIED CHIEFS ARE CHEERED
BY VAST CR0WD8 AT
VERSAILLES.

Ele-

Craving a more exciting career than
that of looking after her home, her
husband and her small babies, Mrs.
DRIVE Catherine Van Beesley, nineteen
HUNS LAUNCH
AND
SEALED
years SIGNED
old, of Chicago, became "Katie the
holdup queen." Her career lasted for
two whole weeks; then stie was arWARSAW
RAIL LINES MAY Be
GERMAN
DELEGATES PROTEST
rested.
CUT BEFORE POLES GET
AGAINST LACK OF COURMrs. Beesley's first step as a woman
bandit was to go to a saloon and order
AMMUNITION.
TESY.

PINAL PROVISIONS MADE FOR
ENFORCING OBSERVANCE
OF TERMS.

Washington, July 1.- As
prohibition tlMlU effect till"
t
of .lusiiiy niiiinuiu-cagents .throughout Hie country
IHt altclilpl 111 Slop III''. Mill' dt
This cli'M lllll In

ARTILLERY
ATTACKS
REPORTED ON EAST.
ERN FRONT.

SIGN

PEACE TREATY
Girl

TWO BILLS

HUNS

LASTS TWO WEEKS

l.mino.

n

--

Ten-Da-

Versailles, June 30. World peace
was 'sighed and sealeTTIn the historic
hall of mirrors at Versailles June 28,
but under circumstances which
dimmed the expectations of
those who had worked and fought
during long years of war und mouth
of negotiations for its achievement.
Oerinaiiy and the allied and associated powers signed the peace terms
in the same Imperial hull where. Ihu
Cermuns humbled the French so
t
years ago.
This formally ended the world war
which lusted Ju.Kt thirty-sevedays
less than five years. Today, the duy
of peace, Is the fifth anniversary of
the murder of Archduke Frances
l'eidinand at Seraievo.
""The ceremony of signing the peace
terms was brief. Premier Clemen-cea- u
culled the session to order in the
Ifall of Mirrors of the Chuteuu of
Versailles at 3:10 o'clock The signing
aegau when Dr. Hermann Mueller
The Girl Would Run Around Behind. and Johannes liell, the Ueriuun signatories, affixed their names.
a drink.
John Burgess, with numerThe Oeriniiu
were
ous nliases, walked In on the girl. They u.shered into the.correspondents
hall shortly before
struck tip a partnership in cheap crime, S o'clock and were
given standing
making a specialty of elevated station room iu a window at the reur of the
holdups, then trading the cash for liq- correspondents' suction.
uor and
in
pleasure
When Premier Lloyd George arcabarets.
rived many of the delegutes sought
Burgess would push a revolver nt autographs from the members of the
the ticket window, nnd the girl would council of four, und
they busied themrun around behind and scoop up the selves signing
copies of the official
cusb. Meanwhile the babies cried at
program until llie Germans entered
liuine and the young husband, rushed the room.
about
his
for
lost
frantically
searching
At 3 o'clock a hush fell over the
wife.
hall und the crowds shouted for the
The pnlr were arrested after numer- official who were standing to sit
ous robberies had been reported to the down so as not to block the view.
The girl confessed,
police.
The delegates showed some surprise
"It was so easy," she said. "We at the disorder, which did not cease
went out the first night and held up until all spectators either had seated
a man for 85 cents. This would not themselves or found
place against
even buy a drink for two, but we got the wulls.
pleasure out of It,"
At seven minutes past 3 Dr. Hermann Mueller, the German secretary
POLICE SEEK
FOR
GHOST for foreign affairs, und Dr. Bell, the
colonial secretury, were shown Into
Try to Solve Mystery of Weird Sounds the hall und quietly took seat at the
Which Come From Busy
left end of the
table. They
Business Block.
showed composure and manifested
none of the uneasiness Count von
head of the GerPottsvllle, Pa. Pottsvllle has a gen- Brockdorff-Kuhtzuu- ,
uine ghost sensation and the police de- man peuce delegation, displayed when
partment Is puzzled over the weird handed the treaty ut Versailles.
M. Clenichccau, as president of the
sounds w'hlch come from the haunted
building. One of Pottsvllle' principal conference, made a brief speech inbusiness houses Is the home of the al- viting the Germans to sign the treaty,
Will-iuleged ghost, and the spectacle of po- and there wus a tense pause.
licemen standing about there, waiting
Martin, muster of ceremonies,
for an opportunity to arrest the al- ufter a moments' delay, escorted the
to the sigleged unearthly specter, Is a novel one. German plcnlpolentuiies
The building is devoted to general natory table, where they signed the
merrnntile purposes and office nnd treaty, the protocol and the Polish
Because of the confubusiness undertaking.
Inhabited by
sion and the crowd, the signing lost
men and lawyers. The police department has an Idea mischievous boys much of its expected dignity.
After the Germans hud signed.
were the cause of the mysterious
President Wilson, followed by the
mailings about the building and
number of boys were examined with- other American delegutes, made his
out shedding any light. Some police- way tu the table aud lie and the
men were of the opinion that
rat others speedily affixed their signamight have become Imprisoned In the tures. Premier Lloyd George came
wulls and be responsible, hut the next with the English delegation. The
sounds were too humanlike for surh British dominions followed Canada,
Zealand, South Africa
origin. The patrol Is to be continued Australia, New
aud India in the order tunned.
until the mystery la solved.
A murmur of surprise passed around
the hall when It became known that
General Smuts, representing South
Africa, signed under protest and filed
, Pretty Young Women
a document declaring that tb peace
Lures for Holdups
was unsatisfactory.
M. Clemenceau, with the French
Providence. Two fascinating
delegate, were the next in line for
Nicso
women
charmed
young
the signing, and then Baron Salonjl
ola Muxsarlo at eight o'clock the
and the other Japanese delegate. Tb
other evening while In
Italian came after the Japanese and
parlor that he readily
were followed by the representative
a
to
consented
tske walk with
of the smaller power.
them when asked.
During the attaching of tb signaWhen near the Arthur avenue
ture of the great power and the
bridge a young man , stepped
German a battery of moving picture
from behind a building and
machines aud camera clicking away
pointed a revolver at Muttarlo
could be heard above the general dishis money, and
demanding
order.
prodded him In the atomacb with
At 3:4." o'clock the booming of canthe fighting end of the gun. He
non in celebration of the peace broke
allowed the young man to rethe monotony In the ball of mirrors,
move $35 q money from hi
where the crowd had tired of the almost endless signing.
pockets. The highwayman then
made his escape.
American War Record.
Muxzarlo reported the affair
to the police, forgetting all about
Paris. The French government la
the two fascinating young wompreparing a volume giving the record
en who disappeared shortly after
of American cooperation during and
The
the holdup.
police hay a
after the war. A copy will be given to
description of all three conevery American soldier who served la
cerned.
France, according to report.
some-whut
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Boa Car Bey
'risen.
Niagara Falls. Ont. John Muncho-menineteen year old. was taken
from a freight car after being locked
In It for three day. Munchomer
crept into the car la Harrisburg, Pa,
hoping to be carried to Buffalo. The
youth was without food and water until rescued. The car wa being (hunted In the Grand Trunk yards when
Munchomer's knocking on the door
were heard. He was deported by Canadian officers.

r,

Wilson Coming Ham.
Brest. President Wilson ha sailed
from Brest aa his return to tb Cnited
State. Tne United Bute stoamahla
George Washington, carrying tb presidential party, steamed from the bar
nor Sunday at 2 :20 o'clock. Tne departure of the President from Franc
caused little excitement at this port
There wa only a distance of fifty
feet from where hi special train
stopped to where a motor launch wat
watting to convey him to the George
Washington.

Hun Only Muzzled.
Amid tb chorus of triumphant Joy hu the French press over the
signing of tne peace treaty, the only
frankly censorious note is that of Mar
ret Cachln, the Socialist leader. Writ
log hi Horoanite, he said: "The people were absent from the ostentation
to
Five
One.
ceremony in the bail of mirror. Tb
New Tork. It took five pairs of signature are not those of their rep
W.
B.
shoes to bring
Martin, broker, resentatlve. They take no part It
i
from Chicago to New Tork. but only thi treaty. It fa) aot thus that
W.
B.
one pair for
Sage, realty promostand the future of dvHizatJoc
ter. They were paying aa elect tan and humanity.
bet.
Tim to Interfere.
New
Tort. Policeman Derery
watched a willing worker a he removed the shoe from a sleeper la the
park, but wbea the laborer started na
the coat be interfered suspecting the
pair were aot acquainted.
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SIX STANDARD

HAMPERS-J-

TAKE PLACE

OF MORE THAN THIRTY TYPES NOW USED

mmmm

MODERN
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Western Newspaper Union Newsservice
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ch. tu prime.
good to choice
Fat ateers, fair to good..
Heifers, prime
Cows, far, good to choice.
Cowa, fair to good
to fair,...
Cowa, medium
Cowa. cannt-r- a

'.

..........

bulls
Veal calves
Feeders, good to choice..
Feeders, fair to good
Stockera, good to choice.
Ktotkera, fair to good..,.

titH.bVV

no

u. a
8otnyii&
lu.0u 11.50
s. m 'a

This Home Designed for Average
Famiiy Vary attractive.
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H.UUU

7.16 V 8.0U
3 B II CF 6.50
7.00 0 9.50
13.50 a 15.00
11.00 4) 11.75
.7Sfc 10.50
9.00 'a 10.00
8 75

8.1)0

RENTING IS POOR BUSINESS
No Better Time to Bull If Site and
Style of Structure Are Carefully
Chosen
How to 'Finance
.

Top Sample

of ths Proposed Standardized Hamper.
the Many Size and Shape Now In

(Prepared by the United State Department of Agriculture.)
Few people realize when they sit
a
to
dinner including fresh fruits
down
and vegetables, the great problems
confronting the producer, carrier and
jobber in packing, loading, preserving
In transit, or marketing these perish-abl- e
foodstuffs. Systems of marketing
have been so developed that these
perishable products can be placed in
prime condition at the very door of
the consumer. Even when the snow
covers the ground In the North, people
in large cities are supplied with strawberries and oranges from Florida,
cauliflower and lettuce from California, and green onions and radishes
from Louisiana.
While many problems have been
solved, others have been only partially
cleared away. The proper type of
packages or containers for marketing
perishables comes In the latter class.
A visitor to any wholesale district In a
large city Is confronted with a con
fusing array of baskets, boxes and
crates of every conceivable size and
shape, which may cause him to wonder
how business can be carried on under
such circumstances.
Berry and Grape Baskets Standard.
The first piece of national legislation covering containers for fruits and
vegetables applied to barrels, which
was followed by the standard container act in 1016, standardizing berry
boxes, climax or grape baskets and
other small containers.
Now all berries and grapes that
move across state lines are carried In
standard sized packages, while manufacturers no longer make other types
of grape and berry baskets. This Insure a "square deal" to producer
and consumer, because the
raskets mean that the producer
no longer loses on over-sizcontainers
and the consumer gets full measure
wben he buys berries and grapes.
Various states have passed law
standardizing other forms of containers, hut there Is sometimes lack
of uniformity in these state laws and
ef.nftislon arises at receiving markets.
This is especially true In the case of
hampers in which vast amounts of
fruit and vegetables are shipped each
year from many producing sections.
Too Many Size of Hamper.
To eliminate much of the confusion
and modify marketing products In
hamper, the United States department of agriculture favors the standardization of hampers along three
general lines as to capacity, dimensions and strength.
The hamper basket I a popular
hipping container, particularly In the
Each
eastern and southern states.
year about 300,000,000 of these baskets,
of all slses, are manufactured In about
100 factories near the large producing
section or la the timber areas. Some
of the larger factories turn out from
200.000 to 500,000 baskets annually,
and one firm Is known to have an output of over 1.000,000. By the use of
machines making 600 to 800 baskets
dully, the manufacturer ba been able
to Increase his output greatly.
e

Bottom Some

U.

of,

Drawbacks of Present Method.
These hampers are now made In a
wide range of sizes, from eight
quarts to fifty quarts, some sizes containing even fractions of quarts. With
such a wide variety, It is difficult for a
commission dealer to know which to
order. There is also a wide difference
in quality.
Manufacturers have catered to the demands of the grower
for a cheap package, and In doing so
have sacrificed strength. The shipper
who uses flimsy baskets is "penny
wise and pound foolish," for frequently he stands to lose $100 worth of
products In shipping when he saves
$1.00 In the cost of his baskets. Railroads are often expected to make good
these losses In transit and are sometimes called upon to pay unjust claims.
The railroads, however, have been at
fault In accepting perishables in light,
flimsy containers, and the breakage,
furthermore, is often brought about by
unnecessary rough handling. It must
be remembered that In the end the
consumer has to pay for alt such
losses as well as for the trouble from
so many different kinds and sizes of
baskets.
Five Size Would Be Ample.
A thorough canvass by the bureau
of markets in the various producing
sections has resulted In the conclusion
that five sizes of hampers are ample.
t
or peck
These sizes are the
or half bushel
basket j the
or
basket; the
or bushel
basket ; the
or
basket; and the
Two shapes are recombasket.
mended for the last named. To
drop any of these sizes would be
detrimental both to the trade and
to the public Interest, and to add to
them would mean useless and unnecessary packages.
By standardizing the dimensions of
hampers, the purchaser will be able to
determine whether he has been sold
a standard or
basket,
simply by taking the measurements of
the top, bottom and sides of the basket. It will not be necessary to call
In an Inspector or to take a chance of
the basket being unlawful. Inasmuch
the dimensions determine the caBaskets of standard dimenpacity.
sions can be loaded more easily and
snugly than can basket of different
The standardization of dimensizes.
sion would be a great boon to the
basket manufacturer, eliminating duplication of forms and raw materials.
This would tend to reduce the cost of
manufacture.
Baskets should be standardized as
to strength, for weak, flimsy packages
will not carry to market and the re
sult la loss of enormous amounts of
foodstuffs and damage claims running
Into millions of dollars. The question
of proper construction of hampers can,
department specialists believe, best be
left to regulation, but in a law only
a few of the principal elements of
strength, such a the thickness of
staves, or of the bottom piece, over
which there can be little or no dis
agreement, should be incorporated.
eight-quar-

t,

rt

The following table gives the essential features showing the dimension and capacity of standardized basket proposed by the bureau of markets. If baskets were standardized by an act of congress, the legislation
would go a long way toward the betterment of chaotic conditions now prevalent In the produce world. Stronger package, better package and fewer
package should be the slogan.
Thick-

Inald
dlam.
of top.
Inches.
im,

Capacity.
Peck
Halt bushel

it

Bushel
One and
On and

one-ha-

lf

ens-ha- lf

SINGLE-PITC- H

Inside
diam.
of
bottom,
Inches.

h

144

bushel

Flve-elsht-

Mr. WlUlara A. Radford will answer
Khrrp.
questions and give advice KREK OF
0O8T on all subjects pertaining to the
Lambs, fat, springers, good
to choice
JlSSO'jj 15.88 subject of building, for (he readers of this
Lambs, fat. sorinuers. fair
On account of hi wide
14 50 'a 15. 00 J paper.
experience
to good
Author and Manufacturer, he
ie. Editor,
8.5UJ 1U,.UU
yearling
without
doubt, the hlsheat authority
to choice
Kwes,
good
Ml all these
S.768J
Address all
(shorn)
u William A. Radford, No. 1827inquiries
Prairie
avenue. Chicago. III., and only enclose
Created Poultry.
ihree-ce- ni
stamp for reply.
The following price on dressed poultry are net F. O. U. Denver:
"Why pay rent when rent will pay
16 8S7
Turkey, No. i
35 &3S
for a homer" This Ik a favorite slogan
Turkeys, old torn
55
Turkey, choice
of the real estuta. mid building pro32
Hen, lb
24
.22
Ducks, young
moter, and has been used ho much,
18
420
ieese
'
Uouatera
..la 18 that tlieiaveruKe tenter Is. apt to be

bushel No.
bushel No.

ROOF

IS
IS

t

t

it

1

m

neas
Inside
length Thickness of
bottom
of
of
stares, staves, piece.
Inches. Inches. Inches.

t
u

tie

in

13

V

11
28

18
1S

n

H

S

vi

IS BEST

(Prepared by the United Bute Depart
ment ef Agriculture.)
There are many advantages te
single-pitc- h
roof on the poultry boose.
It give the highest vertical front exposed to tbe son's rays snd throws all
the rata water to the rear.
Efficiency In Spraying,
In order to Increase efficiency In
spraying It Is necessary to thin oat
trees.
the limbs and have
d

Sweet Com for Silage.
Sweet corn of such varieties as
Kvergreen. Early Minnesota or Country Gentleman can be nsed for making
silage.
Best
Fertilizer.
d
Barnyard manure, especially
barnyard manure, is tbe best
fertilizer that can be used.
well-rotte-

'

Small Farm la Best.
A small farm, well tilled, win give
better returns than a large acreage)
poorly cared for
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AM) ri:irs.
Denver I'rlre l.lat.
Dry Flint Hides.
Butcher, 18 lb, 18and up
lb
Butcher, under
Fallen, all weights
Bull and stag
Culls
Dry salt hides 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint frits.
Wool pelt
Short wool pelt
Butcher shearing
No. 2 and murrain shearing
Bucks, nail die and piece of pelt
firera Salted Hide.. Kte.
Cured hide. 25 lb, up. No. 1

oaIi'-"- J

-:

:

B
jj-

ji

f1

J

i

a1

material man and architect will bring
an estimate of Its cost, which Is determined largely by the location of
the city or town with reference to
tbe supply of materials end the labor situation.
Kevcrtlng to the economy of buildone, the
ing a hortie or renting
thought naturally arises as to how to
ilnaiM'e the building operations.
The lot owner hits no difficulty In
securing the money to erect a house
of 'a cost that Is commensurate w ith
Mrs lot. This Ik done In several ways,
(be best being to borrow from the
bunk on a first mortgage and paying

JP00

IIIIIIC

Cured hides. 25

lb,

Kip,
Kip. No.
Calf. No.
Calf. No.

3 He

20c
19c
13c
12c
11a

22024C
20622c

2

JS40c

1

2

32&37C

20c
Branded kip and calf. No. 1
19c
Branded kip and calf. No. 2
lb.
lei than
Part cured hide, lc per
cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb. leas than
cured.
Grrea Salted Horaenlde.
No.
No.

19 00

1

t

10

(.00 0 (
12.009 6

ftuc less.

Headless,
Ponies and slue

00
0
00

Miscellaneous Markets.
Metal Markets.
Colorado aettlement prices:
Bar sliver, I1.0UV
Copper, per pound, 17tt?ISc.
Lead.

85.40.

Spelter, (8.53.
Tungiten, per unit,

$7.50

10.00.

KARTF.lt M I.IVKKTOCK.
At I'feleaae.
ChicaRo. Hoks Hulk. 1 21. 004! 11.50
20.9021.4i); medium
heavy welBht.
weisht.
weight. $20.90921. 85; lit-h-i

820.noezi.5i: aunt utint. sis. ibn 21.25;
heavy packina- ow. smooth. 820.00&
20.75; packlntt nwa, roUKh, 1 0.25
11.85; pis. 117.00 U 18.20.
Cattle Beef steers, medium ard
choice and prime. $15.00
heavy walKht,
medium and Rood. $12.508
6 18.26; common.
15.10;
$10.856 12.65: liaht
ana enoice, $13,254? 15.00;
weight, good
common
and medium, $10,004) 13.25:
butcher cattle, heifers, $7. 75013.25:
cow. $7.50012.75; cannera and cutter.
18.25 6 7.80: . veal
calve. Iliiht anil
$ 8.25 j 17.75:
feeder
handy welc-htateera. $9.254712.75: atocker ateera. $8.00
-

84
8heef
Iambi,
down,
pound
$14.50ij 17.00: cull and common, $8 00
tj 14.00; yearling wethera, $10 26913.75:
ewes, good and choice.
$8.26 a 8.25;
cull and common, $2.60 5. 75.

Cash Urala la 4 h lease.
ni
No. 1 yellow, 11.710
$ yellow. $1.71; No. I yelNo.
1.I0H:
nominal.
low,
Oats No. 1 white. C90 7OHr.
Chlcago.e-Co-

Rye No. 2. $1.84.
Barley $1.14 01.2:.
Timothy $9.000 12.00.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.

lard

Butter

IVader.
46

5J

c.

Ken First.
first. 28039c; at mark. cae included
19040c: storage parked first 41U'
42c: extra. 42Hi42c.
40&41r

Poultry Alive, row Is. J9c.
Potatoea Old. Northern White. IT e
.. .
, , , , Bew
, . i i .
I,.,.
Texas and Louisiana Triumph ' Jobcwt.
$4.2508.00
bing.

l!e t

crushed 10.26; aaotiia
Cut loaf.
v"
. -S 20: DowdereeL 9 16: aajva
flna poweered.

and

80-

diaaaoBHi
aio. 8,

A. 9.4)0;

l

i

crable Investment. The location with the balance to the contractor In
reference to schools, the street, the monthly payments, securing him with
character of (he residents of the a second mortgage. In tills way the
neighborhood and above all the prole monthly rent puyiuent will In the
ability of that locality improving In course of a number of years secure
popularity, and consequently In value, the home for the owner.
and whether or not the Improvements.
Building a home now Is an Investsuch as water and pavements, have ment that no man who uses ordinarily
been made, all should be taken Into good Judgment In the selection of a
lot and a design for the house will
consideration.
ever regret.
Selection of Design.
The site chosen, then conies the
Sea Lore.
selection of the design for the home.
It Is not ?ood policy to build a Jl'l.oon
The witty Admiral Sims said to an
home on a $3K cite; neither should American in London :
a $t.(8) house be built on a $4.'"
"Your strictures, my dear fellow,
site. The house should be something show a knowledge of sea life only
like in value the others In tbe neigh compurable with that of Jaw kins.
"Jaw kins, you know, once wrote a
borhood, for the reason that there
may come a time when it will be nec- sea play. In thlsplny he made the
captain of the ship yell to tbe first
essary to sell It.
Illustrated' herrwlth l a"hiorferti mate;
wTxhI bungalow of six rooms, a size
""Are you bringing the blunt end
that will provide for the need of the or the sharp end of this ship Into
average family and will be readily port?'
"And the mate, In the last act, wishsalable should that be necessary.
The dimensions of the bunvalow are ing to stop her, bellowed :
"
'Whoa ! Whoa I' "
29 feet 0 Inches, by 43 feet, which
allows plenty of lawn and rardeu
lot. The exterior
space on a
Velocity of Stars.
From the spectroscopic measureof this bungalow Is exceptionally at
tractive, the wide porch across the ments made at Mount Wilson observafront, the long sweep of the roof and tory to determine the radial velocity
the speed with which
the dormer window In the attic all of stars (I.
make It one of which any owner can they are approaching or receding from
our solar system). It appears that the
be proud.
The house Is of standard wood con- star A. (i. Berlin 1304 has a radial vestruction, set off - by a porch with locity of 339 kilometers per second,
brick pillars and cement steps. This the highest constant velocity so far
Is economical construction and pro- observed for any stsr. Next to this
comes Lelande 1900. with a velocity of
house.
vides a good weather-tigh- t
323 kilometers per second. In tbe op
Room Arrangement.
All of the rooms In this bungalow posite direction.
are. of course, on the first floor, hut
Talkfest,
the roof slope permits a large attic
m "The gentleman who wants to rent
space, which helps to keep the house
warm in winter and cool In summer. 4ur hall Is very particularly about the
The floor plan shows the room ar- acoustics."
"Lecture?
rangement. Across the front of the
"Dunno ; maybe he wants t stage a
house are the living room and mirary
Courier-JournaLouisville
adjoining. Back of the left end of prize fight."
the living room are the dining room
and kitchen, while on the other side
Not Invited.
are two bedrooms with the bath be"Whafs Flubdub up to?
tween.
"Says he's going to loaf and invite
The living room is of good size, SO
feet by 11 feet 6 Inches, while tbe col- his sool."
"Stingy. He never invites anybody
onnade between It and the library, 8
fevt by It feet 6 inches, make the two else on this outings of his." Louis
Courier-Journa- l.
practically one room. The fireplace ville
with wats on either side and windows
A Snicker in Advance.
above are at one end of the living
like Jobson ; he always laughs at
room, while in the library are built-i- n
nook cases on either side of the the climax of one's fanny story."
"You're mistaken; his laugh nearly
window.
The same colonnade effect Is sed always comes from the thought of the
between the living and dining rooms. funny story he's going to spring on
you." Bostos Transcript.
The dining room is 14 by 11 feet
50-fo-
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Fourth of July represents
American boy
a great victory won some 140
years ago against overwhelming odds.
He dimly remembers from his history
lesson that something or other, called
the Declaration of Independence, was
signed that day in 1X70. Sometimes
he Is not quite so sure of the date as
that and he knows very little concerning the original document Itself.
The orlgliiiil of the Declaration,
written by hand on parchment, and
now much worn and ftuled. Is caret
and
fully preserved In an
light proof case in the library of the
department of stale. Only facsimiles
are exhibited today, the original being too precious a document fo risk
In the light and air.
A facsimile, of the Declaration Is
on exhibition In tbe division of history In the oliler building of the National museum at Washington, where
there ure also preserved personal
relics and mementos of several of the
members of the second continental
congress who signed this great resolution.
The history of the origin and drafting of the Declaration is of considerml contiable Interest. In the s
nental congress, which was meeting
In I'blliidelplila, Hlcbard Henry I.ee
of Virginia, on June 7, 1770, Introduced tbe following resolution, which
was seconded by John Adams:
"Itesolvcd, That these united colonies are, and of right ought to be,
free and Independent states; that
they are absolved from all allegiance
to the Itrltisti crown, and that all political connection between them and the
state of Ureal Britain is, and ought
to be, totally dissolved.
"That It Is expedient forthwith to
take the most effectunl measures for
funning foreign alliances.
"That a plan of confederation be
prepared and transmitted to the respective colonies for their approbation."
Consideration of this resolution was
postponed, and on June 11, Thomas
Jefferson, John Adams,
Benjamin
Franklin, Koger Sherman and It. K.
Livingston were npiolnted a committee to prepare a Declaration to serve
as a preamble to this Independence
resolution. This committee, known as
the Jelfi'i-socommittee, submitted a
on June 2H,
drnft of the
which was laid on the table for later
on July 1 congress,
consideration,
fitting as a committee of the whole to
consider the resolution resectlng
agreed thereto, and reported It to congress.
On July 2 the resolution Itself was
adopted by congress, and the Declaration was considered by the committee
of the whole, being taken up the next
day. July 3.
which
n July 4 th Ieclnrntlon.
Inrluded the first paragraph of tbe
resolution, was s greed to by the committee of the whole, reported to congress, snd adopted. The
of the united colonies was thus
declared, and thereupon congress Immediately ordered that the Declaration be authenticated and printed un
"11IE
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air-tigh-
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der the supervision of the committee
previously appointed to prepare It. and
that copies thereof be distributed to
ull state assemblies and to the commanding officers of the army.
In accordance with the above order, the Declaration was Issued as a
printed broadside on July 5, with the
heading: "In Congress, July 4, 1770.
A Declaration by the Representatives
of the United States of America In
It
General Congress assembled."
bore the name In print of John Hancock, president of the congress, and
was uttested by Secretary. Charles
ThoiiiHou, but bore no other names.
On July It) It was resolved In congress :
"That the Declaration passed on the
fourth be fairly engrossed on parchment, with the title and stile (style)
of 'The unanimous declaration of the
thirteen United States of America,
apd that the same, wben engrossed,
be signed by every member of congress."
It could not have bin headed
"Unanimous" on July 4, for the
delegates had not then been authorized to agree to it, and It was hot
until July 13 that It was announced
In the continental congress that the
assembly of New York had approved
the Declaration, and thus made It
unanimous.
n August 2, 1770, the Declaration
of Independence, being engrossed and
compared, was signed by the members; those who were not present on
August 2 ulllxing their signatures at
later dates, all but one signing before
January IS, 1777.
It bus been ascertained that of the
flfly-slsigners, more than
were not' present on July 4, 1770, and
seven of them Thornton, Williams,
Hush, Clymer, Smith, Tuylor and Ross
were iiitt members on that date. On
the otjier band, seven members on
that date George Clinton, Jnlin
It. It. Livingston, Henry VVIsner,
Thomas Willing, Charles Humphreys
and John Rogers had not the privilege of becoming "signers," for the
membership of all but one had ceased
prior to August 2.
The first official Issue of the Declaration bearing the names of the
signers was printed as a Hroadslde In
Baltimore under the resolution of
January IS, 1777, ordering that copies
be sent to each of ejlie United States.
There are only four cojiies of this Issue now known to exist, one of which
is In the library of congress at Washington. It Is authenticated in writing
by John Hancock as president of congress and attested by Secretary ThomNew-Yor-

h

son.

Contrary to popular opinion, therefore. It Is seen that the Declaration
was not signed on July 4, the day it
passed, but between August 2, 1770.
and January IS, 1777, after It had
bet'U 'iigrosseil. and compared, and
then only by Vi members, all of whom
were ordered to do so by the resolution passed July lit, 1770. The name
of Thomas MeKeun. which does not
apiear among the nds'.--signers In the
d
later posprinted copy, was
h
sibly not until 17S1, making tv
signer.
But little has ever been done to
perpetnat. the memory of these r0
early Americans, onjy a few of whom
e
but It Is Interesting
to know that the National Society of
the Sons of American Revolution. In
with the Society of Descendants of the signers. Is locating
the graves of those patriots, and preparing a memorial volume to include
a biography of each individual.
fifty-sixt-
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DedRm

TrontPocch

3.40
Mixed corn. No. I, cwt....
2.5o
Feed barley, cwt
uulh Park hay No. 2. ton.IC.00y 37.01
25.00
Alfalfa. No. 1, new, ton...

i
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MADE HISTORY

OH

8. oo
Straw, ton
AND
SUGAR.
FLOl'll
(Wholesale Price by l, S. Bureau of
Market.)
Wheat flour (in quarters.
halves and
sacks).
15.50 35.85
per cwt
Cornmeal, yellow and white,
4.20SH.30
per cwt
10.08
Sugar, granulated, per cwt..

I

DiningRm.
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Hold to the cow, sow and bens,
e e e
helps In farming SJ la
everything else.
e
e
Peas are not adapted to growing In
very small gardens, aa they require
much space.
e
Cucumber, melon, squash and pumpkin seed will germinate after eight
year If well cared for.
e e e
Good seed is one of the big links
In the chain of success for grain growers.
e e
Plow op tbe strawberry bed that has
finished fruiting and plant turnips,
rutabagas, or set out celery.
e e e
Early cabbage requires a warm, rich
sou. Late cabbage will do well on
much cooler soil If It Is rich.
e
The simplest wsy to prevent the so
cnmolation of dirt la to make It
to be dean than to be dirty.

IClTCHCNOTrTil

-

1

Gives Highest Vertical Front Exposed
te Sun's Rays and Throws Rain
Water to Rear.

'

.w.t-iSM-
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skeptical of its truth. Skeptical or
not, It Is true in tbe average lease; hs
2
1
Turkeys.
anyone with u logical tulud eViil read2T
28
Hens
28
ily see.
Ducklings
28
Gosling
The owner of Investment property,
45
40
broilers, 191(
or property1 that Js rented charges
U 12
10
Cox
for the use of a house or an apartKits.
ment
Mt he call get for them. It
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
Is true that rent should" he fixed so
10.00
count
that the owner will get a reasonable
Mutter.
return 'oil his investment enough to
ex.
1st
lb....H'052
Creameriea,
grade,
pay the 'taxes, the repairs, a sinking
47
Creameries, 2U gra.lo
fund to feplare the building when it
Process butter
3s
Packing stock
falls Into decay, and a reasonable Interest on his money. Hut tbe law of
Fruit.
.tOfi.0O
Apples. Colo., box
and demand operates in this
1.50 2. 00 supply
Apricots, crate
case Just as it docs in most others.
1. 40 'a 1.50
Cantaloupes, fit. crate
2.0012.50 And Just now the demand Is such that
Gooseberries, crate
Strawberries, Colo.. pt., crt. 3.50 U 4.00 the owners of rentable
propnrty are
making tip for- lean years. They are
Vegetable.
15
ffl
.12
t
charging what thy can get; and that
Asparagus, Colo
9.00 Is a
too
fieana. Navy, cwt
plenty.
I.&0? 4.50
Bean. l'lnto, cwt
.25
Profitable to Build.
lieans, Lima, lb
.10
.07
Beans, green, lb
There never was a time when It
.08 ti .10
Beana, wax, lb
l.OIHt 4.00 was more profitable to build a home.
Heels, new, cwt
1.00
.7S
Cucumbers, h. h.. doz
.40 The return on (be Investment lit great.25U
h.
Leaf lettuce,
h., dos
.50 'a: .90 er now than It has been In many
Lettuce, head, dos.
.20
.15
.....
Una
Onions, table,
years, leaving out of consideration the
6. DO '(J 6.
Onions, new, cwt
'
.07f! .08 comfort anil hnppsiess
that comes
Peas, new, lb
.11
.lira
1'eas, new. Telephone, lb..
in a borne of one's own.
.08 from living
.5
it
lb
new,
per
Potato,
1.5o a 2 00 The present day rent will pay for a
Potatoes, old, cwt
.30 '01 .35 home and leave-- something of tlu) rent
Hadiahes. long hothouse..,
.50
.4110
hothouse..
Itadishes, round,
e.oo besiiles.
Turnips, new, cwt
I!tllliling n home, however. Is a step
HAY AMD CHAIN.
should be given cureful considthat
(Prices paidH. farmer, f. o. b. Denver. eration.
In buying a site the same
U.
of
Bureau
Markets.)
By
Wheat, hard winter, cwt. .83.81)41 82 353V care should be exercised list in buying
Oats, white Neb. No. 3, cwt.
anything else tliat requires a consld- Vellow corn. No. 1. cwt...

liberty

I
1

1

Live Poultry.
lbs. or over

FOR SUGGESTED STANDARD BASKETS

DIMENSIONS

the Enterprise.

..120.35 6 20.75

' Secured'

inches, and has considerable additional room In tbe large bay window at
the end. Between the dining room
and the kitchen is the pantry, with
shelves InsT table and a chute for the
I clothes to be
dropped to the base- ' monl
.. K
. n ,1 wrr twtha an1
1.
in in 1,1'
iumo ,i mi
I,,. ,
uilil,
other fixtures are located.j The kitch11
10
en is
feet 6
feet 8 Inches, by
Inches and off It Is an entryway leading to the back porch.
Both bedrooms and the bath open
off a. small, . hall . .that Is reached
through the dining room. Each bedroom is 13 by 11 feet J8 inches and
has two large windows, permitting
plenty of light and ventilation.
A narrow
stairway leading out of
the living, room connects the first floor
with Jie attic, which is large enough,
for a small bedroom, or a playroom
for the children and storage of trunks,
'
etc.
Estimating the Cost.
This bungalow was designed by an
experienced architect and has given
the owner excellent satisfaction. A
consultation with tbe local builder,

.

mi

.

Hose.

Good bogs

M'

naVIIIT

QUOTATIONS

Fat steers,
Fat teer.

SIX-ROO-

we find beef, cabbage, salt, eggs, milk,
butter, nsMiragiis. bacon, nuts, cider.
and potatoes, and
Documentary Records Show That Con- Asparagus, cabbage
oocaslonal'y cucumbers, are the only
tinental Troop Barely Had the
regetables mentioned.
Neceeaaries ef Life.
Transportation was the reuse of
Ox teams then broke down
Among the George Washington rec- shortages.
so they dragged along the country
ords at the Congressional llhrarv Is
the old account liook of Caleb Olbbs,
who bought the supplies for WashingWebster's Eloquent alea.
ton's staff all through the even years
The closing plea of Webster in his
of the Rvolutlonary war. Its pt'Kes
are yeltnw and the Ink Is faded, hut dedication of the Bunker Hill monuthe old hero's records are still clear, ment was:
"Let onr object be. our country, our
snd It is Interesting to see what the
whole country, and nothing but our
fighters of those days ate.
The look began In April. 1770. when country. And. by the blessing of God,
Washington's headquarters were in may that country Itself become a vast
and splendid monument, not of oppresNew York city on l'enrl street.
CHar. At this time tbe war bad sion and terror, but of wisdom, of
not yet affected prices t any extent. peace and of lilierty upon which the
The first purchases on April 10 were world may gaze with admiration forseven pounds of beef at sixpence a ever"
pound. One tonrue at S shillings sixCircumstances.
pence a poin'': salad and celery. 1
It Is our relation to circumstances
shilling; six birds, 1 shilling, and a
There that determines their influence over us.
hilling's worth of potatoes.
The same wind that carries one vessel
ass no sugar at all.
There was not much variety In the Into port may blow another oil shore.
Bovee.
diet of 1778. On page after page
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PUBLICITY

GOVERNMENT

able te build a better
muil be a
university from year te year.
There are many applicants of vary-

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

NEW MEXICO

years of age, yet be has been (wo
years in the service, wears an
American star signifying citation for
bravery, the French Croix de Guerre
and two service stripes, along with
three stars, indicating three big battles on the western front in which
he participated. He was one of those
Yanks who took his place on the
western front with the 144th Infan-Ketry. A Texas and Oklahoma regiment, which he joined as a volunteer,
when the Huns were making their
last mad drive for Paris; in the days
before the steady stream of American soldiers had found their way
across the Atlantic and in the days
when England and France were
fighting" with their backs to the wall,
He has the distinction
of being
the youngest boy discharged at Camp
Texas.
Bowie,
For a number of years this young
nero was one ot the carrier boys
on the Roswell Record.

CURRY

The various information bureaus
Rev, S. B. Culpepper and the Board
of the government have long since
ing deg ree of ability and experience. ceased to
of the Baptist church let the confunction as suck and have
REVIEW
HEWS
It is proper that every application
tract for the Baptist Hospital MonIt is
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
Jt is alao become boosting bureaus.
bave due consideration.
day. The building is to cost 32,200jOO,
and proper that the peoright and proper that the Board of meet
and will be located, in tbe eastern
should be informed about what
Regents consider anen that are not ple
portion of the city. According toBERNALILLO
or avowed candidates for the government in ita various de--of,
j applicants
Published Every Friday at Santa Ke, the State Capita! by thr
Culpepper, the building is to
pertinents is doing and the cost
the appointment.
be as replete as it is possible to make
is legitimate.
But
such
the
service
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
There is some talk of appointing amount of actual money expended Infant Found in Box Car
an institution of that size. It will
some one outside the state. The to advertise the
be a public benefactor institution, and
of officiate
Eduarde Sabelles of San Jose, a
activity
Frank Stepta, Receiver
board should hesitate to import a and show how
will be open to use by all practitionserve garage employe, was arrested Satefficiently
they
Mexico
has
New
man for the place.
I
ers. Clovis Journal.
l.
by Sheriff Rafael Garcia, acurday
.
m
nrnni
airiri.
nji. iiuiiinui
propog.nda inter- - cused of being the father of the
matter at the post office at Santa Fe. New Mex-l- f
Entered as teco.d-cl.- ..
outsider under- - i .
iu .w whith
:u
k. newly born boy found in a box car
Bumper Wheat Crop
ico, under tbe Act of March 3. 1879.
,
stand, fully. Another thing that must
in the Santa Fe
Wheat harvest began in Curry
,er,;c.
recently. He
be considered in this connection is becoB)e th. wor.t ,netb,oMe,t inn,bi- - denied the charge.yards
He was released
County the first of this week. The
.
that the head of the university must lam
ii
under $2,000 bond.
county has the finest drain in its
$l-per year be familiar with the history, the geo- - w recalls.
Sabscriptioa
.
member, The arrest was said by the sheriff
a m u iy
wA , crititi
J'
gr.phy the resources, and the ch.r.'of Congre
fOT thtir abu.e of the to be the result of a statement made!
the county will be running and most
any man who wants to work can get
Though
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY JULY 4, 1919
privilege.
they to him by Dolores Sanchez, 19 years
ico to be able to conduct the uni- - franking
a job on farms in the county where
still continue to flood the country old, of San Jose. According to the
versify efficiently.
as the
sheriff she named Sabt-llethere is grain. There is now no
An outsider would have to spend mrBt ,Beir .bsise if it may be so child's father.
He was arrested
question but that there will be more
MANAGING THE PUBLIC DOMAIN But what of the land departments of mxlcil time , become familiar with called
than a million bushels of wheat, and
is no longer flagrant in ton- shortly afterward and held in the
COLFAX
the states? New Mexico has a conditions and in the mean time tbe
the yield per acre in many instances
county jail until he got bond.
There is more or less discussion splendidly organised land depart-- -, unjr,;ly would be just marking parison.
exwill be more than thirty bushels per
The press of the country is
It is following definite prac- jme.
. t hhimI nf tk miiviairjilit w of turn
acre
and some crops have been
flood
ef
to
The first crop of alfalfa is being
Held Under $1,60 Bonds
propaprint this
tical lines in the administration of
of a't ,1. pected without
M.;ra
at over forty bushels. C lovis
ing the remaining unreserved public
or John A. Abercrombie, manager of cut and stacked and the weather has
to
capacity
ganda
regard
12.000.000
acres
In
of
state
land.
-t
the
tk,Lof
J f.ll
nrm. even to the exclusion of legitimate the Chicken ranch on the North been ideal for it. The
ulare
lands over to tbe states Th. laim
is not News
crop
mere
is
oi
mis
tact,
e.lu
spue
Deing print- dent ..ti.factorilv.
There are
is made that the states are better
In the face of this extrava- - Fourth street road, at Albuquerque as large as usual as the June freeze
w" 7
,.
able to administer the land, than
cators ot .fate-wid,,
reputation khl
the newspaper and Margaret Cox who conducts a injured it to some extent. Springer
E. F. Hardwick and Sons of Clovis
state, a .eriou. attack on the land are welII qualified for the position.
Th..
the Federal government
of the. country, the news- - resort on the Bear Cayon Road were Stockman.
have purchased a new site for their
"
of
manv
confidence
the
the
t.e
Peohave
in
is
b
"V I
fJ
opposed
handed in return arrested for the sale of liquor and
strongly
turally
i40 feet. The
hid theatre building
u support r r h mai
. .
.
rt
nuI r hammnni the- cause nf th Door ple
i or
and1 tne people would
in
ouarien.
irrumrniit hnutrr.
nave nun .1
me Loui are being held1 under $1,000 bond D. A. Clothier will open a new contraiit has been let. and excavav.
nnl man, O h says. tSut his case is .k.- -, handsomely if placed at the rt,ictions
for trial in the federal court. There and second hand furniture store in tions for the builclinp will start the)
ness seriously.
taken and the
rhed of the university. Thev rc r . b
always, very apt or to the point. The not well
is a federal ruling which requires this city on the first of July.
He latter part of this week.
extra ere- - ,amijar wi.h th. varying educational,
;
discussion, however, ignores the es angel will not give him an
Jown
the payment of an annual license of will carry a complete line of fur
The building will be two stories,
cu,lin,
of
human
the
all
friend
.
.
.
mrk
the
nf nvar v tjclion of
state
narl
t
ential reason why there is a public f1
of
the
sale
101
for
$25
is
i
mirnaea
inai
liquor
ordinary
designed for theatre purespecially
Times.
l
appropriations
nitureSpringer
be
to
could
domain at all.
depended upon
lT
Th
the R.. but the pavmrnt of an additional
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c
of modern
deta
,nd,
poses.
Every
license of $1,UI0 if liquor is sold in
It will be remembered that as new intend, hi.
theatre construction will be
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the
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m.n.g.,,n,
the recent di.. dry stales. Neither place has this
;,
territory was acquired by the Unit
was
The New Mexico land office
t th. .Cultural aor.ro. special license. It is alleged that ing & Loan association buildingaftered States by purchase or otherwise.
ver.ity.
umlerKoinjr repairs Wednesday
a
on
tne
ur.
the
Une
slate
ol
reserved
rtaion
land,
were
administering
the unoccupied land,
by
bill.
from
the
given
special
agents
department
priioB
noon
came
a severe storm of
there
DE BACA
of justice visited both places and
for the benefit of all the people. ou.ine.a dihi ano receiving an in- - t5oyd tor hi. resignation was ine lacx
rain and '. iil which lasted for some
In other word. uch land, were the come for the benefit of all the peo- - of proper financial support of the
The United States in 1918 produced1 secured alcoholic drinks Names of time and !i water poured into the
m. luuumun
.
university.
R. E. Mckenzie came in Vrctnes
property of the people of all the unre.ervrd
gs9j32 on ,ong ( COpper, Africa a nuiriliet ot visi'ors were also se- - office rooiris occupied by the law
public land, on the other regrettable and i. due to a great ex- - M,.. ,
.tatra. Thi. idea .till prevail,
Au.frala.i 33J03. Bolivia cured, and these may nossiblv be firm of Crampton iV Phillips, doiriK day from the McKerme ranrh in
a
are
The
hand
term "... tent to the fact that Albuquerque , jJ7 C,nida 5,j860 Cub, ,2iU2i Chili suninioric d as wilnesst'S.
liability.
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THAT this institution is a winner in athletics. It
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REVIVAL OF MINING
From snany parte of the state come
reports ef renewed mining activity,
more especially ia tho mining of
silver. The price of this metal is
now so satisfactory that New Mexico
will soon become again an important
silver mining state. The price of
silver Is also helping the copper cons
nanie. to tide over dull period ae
the silver recovered from copper ore
increase the value of the ootsret.
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Mesilla Valley Oil Company
115 E,
CAPITALIZATION

Main St., El Paso, Texas
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MESILLA VALLEY OIL CO,
IIS E. Maia St, El Paso, Texas.
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to time and the play will be made
at interesting and the grounds as attractive as possible. Miss Henrich-so- n
and Mrs. James are in charge.
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American forces were engaged went of lumber to E. B. Laughter, of Sothrough it all without receiving a lano. Mr. Laughter will have a new
arratch. The Walker farnilv ie granary and an addition to his dwelltherefore, doubly happy this season. ing erected.
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Lightning Kill Soldier
Universal sorrow is felt by the
Elida people over the death of
Rickard, the returned soldier
who was killed by lightning last Friday. He was not long back from
France, and it was only a few days
before the casualty that he and his
comrade Breck Roberts went to the
Texas harvest fields to work, and
where he was killed. Breck only
escaped death by a very close margin,
being knocked down and given a
severe shock, from which he has
not yet fully recovered. Elida
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Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cree who son to do material damage, occurtoes, with an estimated valuation to and promised to pay for, the latter
the farmers of $30,000.00.
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Ralph de palma, noted

racer, says

speeding in airplane lacks thrills

The Thirteenth Commandment
By RUPERT HUGHES

DAPHNE

RESOLVES THAT SHE WILL
PENDENT

NO LONGER

BE

"What are you going to do go back
to Cleveland and tell everybody that
you're not going to get married, after
all this trouble?"
"No, I'm not going buck to Cleve
land, und I am going to get married

DE-

UPON ANY MAN.

Synopsis. Clny Wliiiliiirn, h young New Yorker on a visit to Cleveland, meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother Is In the same ollire with
t'lny li Willi street. .Atli r u wliirlwiml courtship they lieeome engaged.
Clay ImyH hii engagement ring on credit and returns to New York.
Daphne agrees to an eiirly marriage, uml after extracting from her
father what she regards us a sullicient sum of money
for the purpose sin- goes to New York with her mother to buy her trousseau. Daphne's brother, Itayard, has Just married anil left for Kurnpe
wiUi his lirlde, I.eila. laphue and her mollier Install themselves in
Itaynrd's Hat. Winiliurn iutrodui'es Daphne anil her mother to luxurious
who seems
New York life.
'upline meets Tom Dunne,
greatly utlracted to her. Dupline iieiidetnally discovers that Clay Is
penniless, except for his salary, ltuyard and his wife return to New
The three women set out on a shopping excursion
York unexpectedly.
uml the two younger women huy expensive gowns, having them charged
to Itayard.
money-worrie-

-

1

Continued.

CHAPTER VII
5

I.eila said nothing, hut thought hard.
Itayard was silent. Later the door-hel- l
rang and a young sewing girl brought
They
two big boxes from Dutilh's.
were so big that' there was no concealing them. I.eila made a timid effort to
escape wilh burs, but Itayard wus full
of a cheerful curiosity
"What's nil that, honey?"
"Oh. It's Just a a little thing I
picked up today at Dutilh's."
"Whut Is It, a scarf or something?
Give a fellow a look lit it."
He began to untie the knot. Sealed
cross the cord was an envelope, with
statement. IiayaiM tore It free.
Leila snatched at It. Itayard laughed
and dodged her. I.eila pursued. It
was a ghiislly game of tag for her, and
Daphne and her mother looked on In
guilty dread. Itayard, whooping with
laughter, dashed into his room and
closed the door, held It fast while I.ellu
pounded anil pleaded with him.
Ills laughter was quenched sharply.
There was B silence, lie opened the
door uwl walked out, a sickly pallor at
Ills Hps, the statement in his hand:
"This can't be right, honey: 'Itayard
Kip to IMilllh, debtor. lViieh-bloKHtin gown
two hundred and seventy-liv- e
dollars.' The price Is ridiculous,
and I have no account there."
"lie he Insisted on my opening
one."
"Hut" I itbn't want to open any accounts. I pay my hills In thirty days
or discount them for rush. I can't pay
this In thirty days. I'.very penny I
ran see ahead of mo Is laid out."
"I I'm sorry," Leila faltered. "You
mid the times were getting better."
"I thought they were. I hoped they
were. Hut they've gone bad again, Besides. I was trying to cheer you up,
t give you happy honeymoon. And
I bought yon everything you saw
broad. And It wasn't enough ! When
Will yuu get enough Clothes!"
Leila hud stared Incredulous at the
calamitous result of her tender impulse to beautify herself in his eyes.
Then tears came gushing and she ran
to her room and locked the door.
Itayard tlid not follow her. He
turned for comfort to Ills mother and
lie noted the other box.
Dupline.
Daphne had not dared to open It.
Itayard ripped the envelope from Its
cord and read :
"Bayard Kip to Dutilh, Dr. Parchment-toned
gown, for' Miss Daphne
Kip, two hundred and seventy live dolr
lars."
himself as
Ha was harciiiuent-tmiebe shook the stutemeut at Daphne,
and whlsered, huskily, "What's this?"
Daphne could not muster any murShe explained with craven reage.
morse, "I saw a gown that I 1 heeded
lie ofTcroj! to let It
there, and I I
on your account till I could get the
:

11

d

money."

Itaynrd was choked with wruth und
a terror greater than hers.
"I go Jto my otllce unit work tike
fiend alldny, and t come home to find
that my wife and my sister have run
ne into djht for live hundred and
And the firm, the big
fifty doHnrs
firm I wor
had to extend a Role
for seven hundred and fifty becutisr
we couldn't meet It !"
Ills mother tried to stem the tide of
Bayard's rage, to turn his wrath with
a soft answer:
"I guess It's all my fault, honey. The
dresses looked so pretty on the girls I
urged them o take them. You ought
to see how beautiful they are. Co put
the dress on, Daphne, and let jour
brother see how sweet you look In It."
"Sweet ! She look sweet In it ! It's
beautiful! And that justifies anything.
Ixird. what did you make 'em out of,
these women !"
Mrs. Kip nudged Daphne and whispered. "Co on. put the dress on; let
him see yon in it."
She SM)ke with grea canniness, but
iHiphoe stared at her with derision,
and edged away and spoke In
tone
a hltinar a cold blue vitriol.
"I'ut It on. mother! Do you think
I'd ever wear the thing? I'll send It
bark tomorrow morning at daybreak.
And I'll lever take a thing that any
man pays for as long as I live."
Itayard roared at her over his shoulder: "Yon won't take anything Unit
any mrfn pay 'or- - en? What are yon
going n live on air?"
She ansvffcred him, grimly. "There
re several million! women in this
country earning thlr own living, and
I'm going to be oneVf them."
His comment was a; barking. "Hahr
She lugged the box away to hi room.
Itayard flung himself into a chair and
listened to the cauldron of bis mn
baleful
thoughts.
Gradually
they
ceased to babble and stew. He could
hear now the muffled beat of Leila's
sorrow. He resisted it for
wtiijg.
sneered at it. raged at It, and then at.
"
the cruelty of th world.

:r,

-

Leilas sobs had stopped now and
Itayard listened for them anxiously,
Perhaps she had died of grief. A lasso
seemed to have caught him uhout the
shoulders; it was drugging him to the
door.
lie went there ut lust, and listened
He heard a low whimpering, unendurubly appealing. He tupped on the door
and called through It.
"Leila, honey Jove, forgive me. I've
seen the little gown. It's beuutlful.
You shall huve It und a dozen like It.
Pleuse forgive me und love me again.
And I'll buy you anything you wunt.
Pleuse. Pleuse don't keep me stand
ing outside your door. Honey I Leila
-

love !"

The door opening, he slipped
through to take refuge with his Leila,
A moment Inter the doorbell rung,
Daphne checked the maid whose ears
had been fascluutiugly entertained,
und told her tlmt if the culler were
.Mr. Wimburn he wus to wait outside
in the hall. It wus Wlmhurn und
Daphne went out to him. He greeted
her Willi the lest of a young lover.
Daphne gave him a cold cheek to kiss,
and then, pulling her engagement ring
from her finger, placed It In his hand.
"What what's this, Daphne?" he
stuttered.
"It's your ring. I'm giving it back
The engagement is off Indefinitely."
"For Heavens sake, why?
What
have I done?"
"Nothing. Neither have I. Itut I'm
going to do something."
"What lire you going to do. Daphne?'
"I don't know but something."
"Don't you love me any more?"
".lust us much as ever more than
ever. And I II prove It, too. '
"Prove it by putting the ring hark
on."
"Never! Send It buck und snve your
That's what I'm going to do
money.
with what I've bought. Kiss me good
night and go, pleuse."
She left him outside und closed the
door us lovingly us she rould.
While Clay waited for the elevator
to come up and tuke him down he
stared ut the ring with sheep's eyes,
tossed It, and raught it awkwardly.
und laughed und utmost spoke his
thought aloud :
'Tunny thing. I haven't paid for It
yet. Got an insulting letter from the
Jeweler, too, this very nfternoon."
Hut Daphne wus thumbing the telephone hook' to see If she rould tinil
Tom Dunne's number.
CHAPTER VIII.
She fulled to run Dunne ta earth in
the telephone lunik. She was at a logs
for another source of directions. She
was new to New York and did not
know how to set out on such a pursuit.
She went to her room, and found
her mother there, dismally engaged In
writing a letter to her father, breaking
to him the dreadful news Hint the
trousseau was to cost far more for far
less. She was asking for extra money
ut once. Daphne smiled bitterly und
said : "Hub It out and do it over again.
mamma. There ain't goln' to Ik' no
trousseau. No wedding bells for me."
Mm. Kip rolled large eyes In Daphne's direction and looked deaf. Daphne

f
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She Went ta Her Room and Found Her
Mother There, Dismally Engaged in
Writing a Letter to Her Father.
held rnit bef denuded engagement Anger In proof that she and Clajr were
detrotbed.
"Good gradons!" was Mrs. Kip's
profane comment. "Why ta earth did

Bcaase I'm too expensive for

bum,"

hut luter, much 'uter."
"I hate conundrums," said Mrs. Kip.
"letter tell me the answer, for I won't
guess. What are you going to do?"
"I'm going to lend a hand," said
Daphne. "Do my share. Get a Job
and earn my board and keep."
"Heaven help us! iouve gone
crazy !" Mrs. Kip exclaimed. "You get
to bed and you'll feel better in the
morning. I'll finish my letter."
She added, unbeknownst to Daphne,
a postscript us long us the letter, contrudlctlng ull she hud Just written and
urging her husbuud to come East at
once and take charge of his unruly
daughter. She dropped it in the uiiiil
chute, und it fell Into a bottomless pit.
ulong with her other hopes.
Daphne und her mother were uneasy
at the prospect of the breakfast encounter with the bridul couple. There
had been u sense of strain the first
morning. Itut now a hitter quarrel had
Intervened that first ugly quarrel
when the wedge of finuuee Is driven
between united hearts.
.Itayard and Leila, however, arrived
it the table ull smiles, more amorous
than ever. Leila wore a triumphant
smile, such as Dell lull must have worn
the second time she went out wulking
with her big beau.
It wus plain to the anxious eyes of
Mrs. Kip und Daphne that Leila had
emerged from the quarrel with all the
loot and aggravated power.
She had taken advantage of her bus
hand's trust and utilised his generosity
recklessly, with no more evil motive,
IndeeiL than the wish to beautify herself in his honor, und yet with

QUI

She was thinking In the terms ot
wages and toll.
She was going to earn flft thousand
a year some day, but she supposed
that at first she 'would earn very little
twenty-fivdollars a week, perhaps.
For the first time In her existence
she vividly understood how all these
fuiry tissues were the products of
labor, paid for with wages and to
be sold for other wuges. Pearls were
drops of sweat ; perfumes were the
sighs of weary men; soft fubrlcs were
the hurd spinning of human silkworms.
lluyurd was even now nicking his
brain to accumulate what three women were squandering.
So Daphne meditated as she had
never meditated before and might not
often meditate again. She refused to
buy a thing. Her mother could only
explain her mood as a symptom of an
Illness and advise her to get home to
bed. There was something suspicious
In the condition of a girl who could
look with qimlms of conscience or appetite on such a bunquet.
At length fatigue und falntness reminded Mrs. Kip, senior, that she had
not eaten and the hour was late. She
called for her luncheon and they went
together to a tearoom. Here Daphne
e

n

by Hmrpm

BroUiw

ly while she waited for him and she
began to feel that she had put herself
In

a wrong light.

When Duane

ar-

rived and the muld showed him into
the living room Daphne tried to redeem herself by a businesslike directness.
"Mr. Dunne, you must think It very

peculiar of me to drug you up here."
"I think It's mighty kind of you."
"You say that before you heur what
I'm going to usk you.
I'm going to
ask you to do me a tremendous favor."

"That will be doing me a tremendous favor," he said.
Then she amazed lilin with her request: "You offered yesterday of
course I know you didn't menu It but
you offered to get me a Job with a
theatrical manager."
Dunne's hospitalde smile hardened
into a grimace of nnxlety. He mom-ble"Oh, yes."
"You know Mr. Haven
or whatever
his name Is very well, don't you?"
"Mr. lichen oh, yes yes, I know
hlra fairly well."
"I want to go on the stage. Would
you dare Introduce me to Mr. Rehen?"
"Indeed I will, and proud to do It,"
"Do you think he'll give me
a-- -a

Job?"

"I'll make him."
"How can I ever repay you?"
Her hand went out to him and he
took It and squeezed It, and It
But he did
squeezed buck gratefully.
not let go. Duane seemed to be excited suddenly.
Daphne drew her hand hack, hut his
came with It, und he followed close
upon. There was a look In his eyes
that mode her uneasy. His voice was
uncertain us he said:
"You can repay me easily enough,
if you wunt to."
"I do. But how? How?" Rhe nsked
anxiously, not quite during to wrench
her bund free.
"By by being by being kind to

It wus not altogether Leila's fuult
if the lesson she learned, perhaps unconsciously, from the combat was

something like this:
"I run my hushund Into debt with'
out consulting him. Ills listless love
woke from its torpor and enchanted
me with a
demonstration of
its energy. He stormed. I wept thrill
lie apologized, begged to be
ingly.
permitted to bring me some more nice
things. Krgo, when home life grows
dull, I can always stir up the tire by
buying Koineihlng we can't afford.
When I want anything I must get It.
I shall be scolded, then kissed and
treuted with awe. If I hudn't bought
It I wouldn't huve had It, nor the
bonus that goes with It. If we had not
quarreled we should have missed the
rapture of 'making up.' "
This is one of the llrst lessons that
certain sorts of husbands tench to certain sorts of wives.
When the man of the house had departed for his oljlce, and the waiter
hud carried off the breakfast relics,
the three women were left alone In a
completely feminine conclave. They
faced life like three Noma: the old
mother, the new wife, and the deferred
wife, each from her coign of dlsndvan
tuge.
The two married women turned on
the maid, with common resentment,
They were married and dependent und
she had her Independence. They were
Tories and she a Whig. It was their
privilege to rail at things ns they were,
but it was their religion to frown on
changing them. Mrs. Kip senior spoke
for Mrs. Kip Junior.
"Now, Daphne, tell us whut is this
new foolishness all about?"
Daphne answered, stoutly: "It's not
foolishness. It's the first glimmer of
sense I've ever hnd. I'm sick of the
idea of ulwuyx living on the merry of
some man, taking his charity or his
extravagance. I've always been a drug
on poor daddy, and I was getting ready
to shift my weight over to oor Cluy's
Hut I don't think a woman
buck.
ought to he dependent on n man. I
think she ought to bear her share of
the burden."
As If she didn't!" Mrs. Kip broke
out. "As If the home weren t Just as
much labor as the office."
attacked her from another di
rection. "For goodness' sake. Daphne,
don't lose your head. Don't you imagine for a moment that a husbnnd
will tie happier and love his wife better lierause she earns wages. The
harder you work for men. the better
they like somebody else. The harder
a man works for you the better he
likes you. Best of all, he loves the
woman that tries to break him."
Daphne's answer was a snappy: "I
don't believe it! I'd despise a man
that felt that way."
The three women wrangled with
wise saws and modern instances, and
they were In a perilous state-- of dissension when the telephone rang. Leila
answered It and her outcries of indignation alarmed Mrs. Kip and Daphne
till they learned the cause.
Bayard had called up to say that
the luncheon party must be postponed.
Outrageous business had made another Insidious attack on love.
Leila came from the telephone In a
state of desperation mitigated by the
fact that Bayard had asked her to
take his mother and Daphne shopping
and buy them and herself something
worth while as an atonement for hi
abandonment.
So they wt forth again on another
onset against the ramparts of beauty.
To the silent horror of Daphne and
her mother, Leila was persuaded to
buy a new coat and a new hat and to
pay for them by the convenience of
opening two new accounts at the suggestion of two soapy salesmen. Bayard's surrender after his first battle
had already accomplished the expect- -'
able result.
Everything was the very latest thing
and yet was marked down. But Daphne priced things now with new aooL

lift

me."

first-clas- s
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De Palma Prefers Motoring

Ralph De Talma thinks there are
more thrills In auto racing than In dying In an airplane. One day last fall,
while De Talma was serving as director of flying at McCook field, near Dayton, O., an avlutlnn officer Invited him
to take a trip in his plane. The motor
star accepted. He was somewhat new
at flying then, and also dubious. But a
director of flying Is supposed to fly.
"Want to do a few stunts?" asked
the officer, when De Palma was safely
trapped In. "A nice question!" com
mented De Palma, afterward. "There
waa only one answer we did them I"
Service Was Brief.
De Palma'a service In aviation was
brief, as be enlisted a couple of months
before the war ended. But It lasted
long enough to give him a
experience In flying, both In the stunts
which might be compared to the thrills
of the speedway, and long distance
flying, which la comparable to the long
grind of automobile road racing. And
the veteran star lost no time In getting buck to his own game, firm In tbe
d

"Kind? How?"
He did not nnswer with words, but
lie lifted her hand with both of his
tu his lips. It was an net of oldfangled gulluntry that could hnrdly
lie resented.
But, manlike, having
made a formal surrender, he tried to
take rommiind. One hand held hers,
the other swept round her shoulders
und pressed her against him, without
roughness yet with strength. Ills lips
moved now, not toward her hand, but
toward the sucredness of her mouth. Chief

OIL

CRANK-PIN-

S

OF AUTO ENGINE

Perhaps Thero la No Form That Satan
Takea Oftener Than That of a Fashionable Gown.
hud another attack of eccentricity; a
stubborn determination to go borne
niul send buck to Dutilh the wicked
gown that she hud bought of him on

credit.
She hud left the house without returning It and she was afraid that
there would be difficulties If she delayed. Fortunately there hud been no
ulterutlons In the gown.
I'erhaps there is no form that satan
tukes oftener than that of a fashionable gown. In thnt shape he offers
women the conquest of the world. But
Daphne resisted him and said to Leila:
I'm go"(let thee behind me, satan
ing to return this gown and let Dutilh
give Bayard credit for It. I won't look
at another gown till I can pay for It
out of ray own earnings. I'll not get
married till I cun buy the rest of my
trousseau myself. Ive decided that
an Independent woman must buy her
own trousseau."
Even in the eyes of ambition this
promised to require a fulrly long
period a period so lenghty that she
wondered If Clay's love would outlast

GOOD SYSTEM IS DESCRIBED

(TO UK CONT1NUKU.)
NOT

AN

UNMIXED

BLESSING

Washington Man Rejoiced Over
Sunday" Until Awful Thought
Came to His Mind.

"Au-toles- s

!

It.

".Something Is always happening to
hike the joy out of life," he said,
mournfully.
"Something always happens, or
somebody always says something, and
If they don't I have to think of something myself," he continued.
"When I saw t lint news about the
supply of gasoline being short, with
probably not a mouth's supply left, 1
You see. I don't own an aurejoiced.
tomobile,
and, what la more, my
nerves roust be sensitive, because they

She did love him and the thought worry me.
of losing him alarmed her more than
"They awake me at midnight wltb
the thought of losing the precious a terrific bunging and snorting, and
disturb my slumbers ut six o'clock In
gown.
Leila woke from her meditation with the morning with mingled roars and
a sudden "Lome along; we must uress explosions like unto antediluvian
monsters.
for the
"If I hnd my way I'd restrict the
Mrs. Kip, senior, amused the young
Kips by thinking aloud : "I wonder If use of automobiles from nine o'clock
that nice Mr. Duane will be at the In the morning to six o'clock at night.
But well, when I thought tbe gasotea."
"Oh shanile shame !" cried Leila. line was giving nut, I must confess
It's a regular Intrigue. No, he won't I rejoiced. Selfish? Maybe. But I
he there. Telephone him at the Rac- bad no sooner rejoiced than I thought
quet club and he'll come to you. He's
The mournful man smiled sorrowusually there."
She did not see the atart the artless fully.
"I thought." he snid, "that with all
hint gave Daphne, who had learned by
accident what she had not known bow the automobiles out of business, there
more people
to find out otherwise.
Daphne con- would be Just thnt many
cealed her agitation in the briskness to ride on the street cars." Washingwith which she concluded the affair of ton Star.
the Dutilh gown. She folded It up and
Impress Left by Romans.
laid it back In the box aa If It were a
The old Romans and atlll older
baby she was about to leave on a doorand put Celts have left their traces thickly
step. She kissed It good-bof the counthe lid over It and tied It up with a strewn In the
crazy combination of strings of vari- try through which the victorious allied armies advanced during the latter
ous sorts.
She refused to go to the tea party. part of the war. Valenciennes waa
now that the gown was lost, and she named after the Roman emperor,
Just as Orleans was named
said she had letters to write.
But when her mother and Leila had after Emperor Aurellan. The mark of
left her she wrote only one letter a the Celt Is seen in the dun, or fortress,
a
Verdun, and,
note of regretful rejection to Dutilh. of the
She pinned It to the box and sent It though now contracted out of existThen she tele- ence. In the towering old city of La on,
off by a messenger.
the stronghold of the Merovingians.
phoned to Tom Duane.
She did not quite realize the temer The River Meuse, perhaps the river
ity of calling a man at bis club, and most connected with war, has the most
Tom Duane misunderstood her. Im peaceful of names, Meuse being Celputed her Innocence to its opposite. He tic for tbe River of Meadows.
remembered her aa a pretty thing. If
Shun Heedlessness.
she were brazen well, he liked brass
g
In certain forms. When she said that
The
chase after
or material gain often
she wanted to have a serious talk with
him at his convenience, he made it the blinds to tbe nobler sentiments; and
immediate moment at tbe cost of the cold, perhaps unintentional, slight.
Inattention or lude. though thoughtbreaking an engagement at tennis.
He asked her If she would not meet less, rebuff wounds still further an alhtm somewhere for tea, but she said ready sore and bleeding soul whose
that she preferred to aee him at her flagging and dejected spirits might
His invitation have, with a sympathetic glance, a
brother's apartment
aroused her suspicion. Her Invitation smile of approval, or a welcoming gesconfirmed his. .
ture, been net all a rune, the harmony
Daphne's heart was beating excited ta be passed lone. Great Thouahm.
"

y
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to Flying.

conviction that it beuts aviation for
thrills.
"Flying seemed monotonous
compared with motor racing," be said
In speaking of his air trip.
Lonesome Work.
"On a trip of several hundred miles
you may be muktng speeds which
would be terrific in an auto 140 miles
an hour. But at the height of a mile
or more you have no realization of
speed, and sitting up there In the wind
and noise la lonesome work. The
stunts are more exciting, of course-- but
there is no competition, no audience, no applause. Hurdling over the
ground at Daytona Beach In a racing
car at two and
miles per minute, wltb
leaps from the
ground, or whirling around the Indianapolis Motor Speedway track in the
e
race, wltb competitors contesting every lap that's very different
stuff
Every minute has Its problem
and ita thrill. I prefer to be down on
the ground, smelling the gas, eating
the dirt, In contact with my rivals and
the crowd."
ode-ha- lf

M-fo-

500-mil-

to most crank-shaftSketch A shows
the layout or pattern, B shows a side
view, and C an end view. Sheet brass
or copper should be used. The end of
the shuft should be smoothed slightly,
and then the scupper riveted or
are
brazed in place. The crank-shaft- s
In
balanced
carefully
motors, so care should be used not to
change the balance any more than
necessary.
Before Installing such a system a
careful Inspection should be made, to
make sure that there Is room for the
scuppers at all places as the shaft revolves. Great care should be exercised In laying out this work, as the
crank-shaf- t
could easily be damaged,
and In a Job of this sort mistakes are
very costly, usually necessitating the
purchase of new parts. A study of
the engine's Interior Is essential to
every amateur motorist. S. E. Glbba
In Popular Science Monthly.
high-spee- d

Bearings Wear

Reason Why
Fast is 1 hat They Are Not
Lubricated Properly.

The futurt jeems bright to
Daphne as she is given what
sha believes is the opportunity
to realize her ambition. So few
difficulties are in the way at the
beginning that sha cannot see
those that may loam up in th
future.

'if
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Has Given Excellent Results and Elim
inated Most of Connectiag.Rod
Bearing Trouble Study Interior of Engine.
The adjustment of the connecting
rod beurtnga Is one ot the most common repair jobs on an automobile engine. Probably the chief reason why
these bearings wear faster than the
others is that they are not lubricated
The
properly under all condlttona.
system described below has given very
good results and has almost eliminated connecting-robearing trouble.
Most of tbe oil delivered to the main
bearings escapes the ends and flows
along the crank webs, and Is finally
thrown off by centrifugal force. If
small scuppers are placed at the ends
of the crank-plu- s
this oil will be
caught and may be carried through
the pin to tbe bearing.
In the right-hanillustration one
ia shown
throw of the crank-shawith the scupper In pluce. The oil
leads are Indicated by dotted lines.
The radial hole should be drilled first,
and should extend to the center of tbe
pin. Then a hole ahould be drilled
through the center of the pin until
d

d

ft
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SUCCESS OF RURAL ROUTES
Important Factora Which Must 8
Given Consideration In Motor
Transportation.
(Prepared by ths United States Department of Aartculture.)
There are four Important factora
which must be given consideration by
the beginner In the field of rural mo
These four facf
tor transportation.
tors are: (1) The volume of farm
products produced along the contemplated route; (2) the polifne of miscellaneous hauling whfh could be secured to supplement regular loads ; (S)
compef tlon from other carriers which
would fie encountered ; (4) the character of the highways over which tbe
trucks must run. It may safely be
said that the features mentioned
above will ultimately determine tha
success or failure of any rural route.
APPLYING

ANTI-SKI-

D

CHAINS

Work Must Bs Performed Be aa ta
Avoid Clinking of Loose Chalna
Against Fender.

chajns must not be applied
tightly to tbe tires, as so many car
owners do to eliminate the clinking of
the loose chain agalnst,the fender.
Tight chains cut the tire badly. Farther, the chains should be Inspected at
frequent Intervals and any cross links
deConnecting-RoBearing Adjustment is that have become worn or have
One of the Most Common Yet Com- veloped sharpness should be replaced.
plicated Jobs About the Automobile Engine.
ADVANTAGES OF MOTORTRUCK
AnM-skl-

d

d

place-nam-

n.

ever-famou-

nerve-rackin-

.

it connects with the radial hole. The
smallest drills possible should be If Satisfactory Collection and Delivery
Arrangement Are Not renectea
radial hole
used; probably an tt-lla
lead will work oat best
and a 316-ln- .
In tbe average engine. In very large
TJnHed
States Depart(Prepared by tbe
engines a slightly larger bole fVonld
ment of Agrlcalture,)
a
In
probably give better results.
It mast be remembered that two of
arc hollow, the principal advantages of the motor-traccase where the crank-pin- s
the scupper placed over each end and
namely, lessened handling of
over the radial hole la aU that will be goods In transit and speedier transfer,
necessary.
are lost If satisfactory collection and
The other Illustration show a de- delivery arrangements are not persign for a scupper that Is well adapted fected.
k,

METAL HOSE FOR GASOLINE
Rain Water Preferable.
Soft water la very much preferable,
Destroyed and Parto use for filling tbe cooling system. Rubber la Quickly Into
Fuel Causa
ticles Getting
In cases where such an arrangement la
Much Trouble.
to
stunt
excellent
an
la
possible It
A good many car owners who bay
place a rain reservoir on the roof of
the garage.
gasoline by the barrel have rigged up
ordinary robber hose for attachments
for running the fuel Into the tank.
Leakage Through Mohair Ton.
Difficulty Is sometimes encountered Now, gasoline quickly destroys rubwith leakage through tbe mohair top. ber and tbe particles getting Into the
If the top la thoroughly robbed with fuel cause trouble. It Is advisable,
boiled linseed oil It will be mad prac- therefore, to use metal hose or soma
other special type for this purpose.
tically waterproof.
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The End of the War Between Mexico and the United States.

LESSON FOR JULY 6
CHURCH:

The Origin of the Church (Arts
"

Fifty days after the pnssover, while

the

V2Q men nnd women' were "wftfi
one accord In one place" the Holy
Spirit cimie upon , them nnl baptized

them Into one body (I Cor. 12:13)-Thus wus begun the body .called the
church. The church had its beginning
at Pentecost.
The believers were
united around the resurrected Christ
as head.
II.
Conditions of Entrance knto
the Church (Acts 2:37-41After the coming of the Spirit at
Pentecost, Peter witnessed to the
death and resurrection
of Christ.
Through this testimony the Spirit convicted these Jew of their sins. In
their desperate need they cried out:
"What shall we do?" I'eter's reply
Indicated the steps Into the church.
(1) Belief In Jesus Christ as Savior.
His argument proved that Jesus whom
they had cruciiied was the Messiah.
(2) Repentance. Every one entering
the church should repent ; should
change his mind and attitude toward
Jesus Christ.
(3) Re baptized. The divinely appointed method for the public confession of Jesus Christ Is baptism. Those
who have believed In Jesus Christ
should receive this tangible ordinance,
which
symbolizes our Identification
with Christ in his death, burial and resurrection.
(4) Receive remission of sins. Those
who have been united to Jesus Christ
have all their sins removed ; there Is
en entire cancellation of guilt. They
have a standing before God which Is
absolutely perfect.
(5) Receive the IToly Spirit. The gift
of the Holy Spirit Is the birthright of
every regenerated soul who Is obedient to Christ.
III. A Portrait of the Primitive
Church (Acts 2:42-471. They continued In the npostle
doctrine (v. 42).
Instead of being
taught by the scribes they are now
taught by the apostles.
They have
turned away from their blind guides
and are following new ones.
2.
They continued In fellowship
around Christ as the head (v. 42). The
breaking of bread Illustrated the one
ness of believers in Christ. As all
partook of one loaf, so all believers
are one In Christ.
3. They continued In prayer (v. 42).
The Ideal church Is a praying church.
4. They had a community of goods
(vv.
They had all things In com'
mon. Those that had possessions sold
them and distribution was made to
every one as he had need.
5. They were filled with praise (v.
All those who have had the ex4(1).
perience of the life of God being
poured Into them are filled with praise.
and gratitude must express Itself.
IV. The Mutual Duties of Officer
and Members of the Church (I Thess.

.

,

In April of 1845 the United States Buena Vista on February 23 of the
entered Into war with Mexico.
By next year. In March of 1847 General
September 1847, the American flag- -as Scott captured Vera Crui and marcha pacifist orator of the day put It
ed to the City of Mexico, winning the
"waved In Insolent triumph in the battles of Cerro Gordo April 18. Con'
halls of the Montezumas," and on Feb- treras August 19, Churubusco August
ruary 2 of the following year a wholly 20, Mollno del Hey September 8, and
unauthorized private citizen signed on Chnpultepec September 13. The next
the part of the Americans a treaty day he stormed the Belem gate and
by which the United States obtained entered the Mexican capital.
undisputed sovereignty over a terriWhen Vera Cruz fell President Polk
tory more than four limes the size of decided tlmt It would be well to have
the German empire as it was before along with Scott's army a commissionthe recent debacle, paying Mexico in er authorized to sign a peace with the
return .?l.000,ooo and assuming
Mexicnns as soon as they had been
of Mexico's debts.
By the sutlicleiitly defeated to be amenable
with"
treaty
Spain In 181!t, tlie United to terms. X. p. Trlst, chief clerk o
States hud, Indeed, acquired Florida, the state 'department, was chosen nnd
but she bad released her claims to having been given the rough draft of
Texifs, over a part of which at least n treaty reached Vera Cruz on May 0
she had claimed a right under the of 1S47 and joined Scott.
Mr. Trlst
Louisiana Purchase.
When the last got no opportunity to exercise bis dip
Spanish successor of Cortez as viceroy lomatic powers until after the battle
of Mexico was deposed In 1S21, Mexico of Churubusco.
The morning after
rucceetled to the right of Spain in that battle Scott was met by commisTexas, but left that vast territory as sioners from the Mexican president,
forlorn nnd undeveloped as It had been Santa Anna, wilh proposals for an
under 'Spanish rule.
armistice. This was agreed to and
A yenr of war ensued. Everybody Mr. Trlst wrote to the Mexican minisremembers the name of Sam Houston ter of foreign relations that he was
and the fact that Thermopylae had ' ready to enter Into negotiations.
its messengers of death; the Alamo
A Treaty Without Authority.
had none." From 18.10 to 1845 Texas
Five Mexican commissioners met
was an independent republic under the Mr. Trist at a village lying between
"banner of the Lone Star."
the American and Mexican lines which
In 1845 It was annexed to the United bore the Impossible Aztec name of
States nnd a dispute nt once arose Atzcnpozulcn. Mr. Trlst wanted Lowwith Mexico over the southwestern er California bnt was willing to conboundary of the newly acquired state, cede that point, but lie would not give
Mexico claiming that boundary to be up the demand for New Mexico (then
the Nueces while the United Stntes comprising what Is now New Mexico
claimed It to be the Itlo Grande. John and Arizona) south of the
MKiei, afterwards so well known In
degree. Nor would the Mexicans
the Mason and Slldel nffalr of the Civil give It up. The negotiations came to
war, was sent to Mexico to try and nothing, the armistice was ended and
arrange the matter in dispute, but wus Scott resumed his advance. Counter
refused a hearing.
propositions which the Mexican comEurly In 1840 General Taylor was missioners bad made were referred
ordered to move to the Itlo Grande. by Mr. Trlst to Washington, but he
MfXlco had severed diplomatic relawas generally thought to have been
tions with the United States upon the too wavering at the village with the
annexation of Texas. General Taylor unpronounceable name and, without
established his headquarters at a point waiting to hear from him officially,
opposite Mntamoras. His force con- President Polk revoked bis authority
sisted of a little over 3,500 regulars. and sent him a letter of recall.
Learning that the Mexicans were preAfter the capture of the City of
paring to cross the river higher up, Mexico the Mexicans saw that further
Taylor sent out a reconnolterlng party struggle was hopeless. California had
consisting of 63 dragoons under
meantime been occupied by CommoThornton who, on April 26, was dores Slont and Stockton and the land
and
surprised and captured by the Mexi- forces of Generals Fremont
cans after the loss of 10 men. The Kearny.
Santa Anna resigned the
war had begun. The news of Thorn- presidency, which passed to General
ton's capture reached Washington on Anaya. who summoned a congress at
May ft. President Polk sent a mes- Querela ro. One of his first acts was
sage to congress stating that "Mexico to appoint a commission to proceed
has passed the boundary of the United to the City of Mexico and confer with
States and shed American blood on Mr. Trlst. Mr. Trlst had already re
American soil."
Congress passed a ceived his letter of recall. The Met'
bill providing for the enrollment of lean commissioners, with singular rea50.000 volunteers and n war appro- sonlng suggested that they had "not
priation of $10,000,000, congress agree- been officially notified of the American
ing with the president that "war ex- envoy's recall" and Mr. Trlst ngreed
ists by the act of Mexico."
to trent. Mr. Trlst met the Mexican
General Taylor gained the victories commissioners nt Guailaloupe-Hldulgn- ,
of Palo Alto May 8, Hesnca de la a town about three miles north of the
Palma May ft, captured Monterey Sep- City of Mexico, where the treaty was
tember 24, and won the hard fight of signed on February 2, 1848.
thirty-sevent-

Cop-tai-
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1. Mutual Intercourse for comfort
and edification (r. 11). There Is no
caste In the church of Jesus Christ ; It
Is a brotherhood.
2.
Proper recognition should be
given to those who are engaged In
(v. 12). Only as the
spiritual sen-Icgrace of God abounds do men and
women turn from their secular to spirThose who thus reitual Interests.
spond to the call of God should have
popular recognition.
8. Proper respect should be given
to church officials (v. 13).
While we should not give worship
to those who are leaders In the church
of Christ we should give them proper
respect. One of the signs of the degeneracy of the age Is a lack of respect shown Christian minister.
4. Live In peace (v. 13).
Although
there Is In the church
diversity of
Interests and personalities the love of
Christ should so All us that there be
no strife In his body.
5. Warn the disorderly (v. 14). As
Christ chose twelve and one was
devil, so In the church there will be
All such
those who are disorderly.
should be lovingly warned.
6. Be not retallatlve (v. 15). Although others wrong as we should not
retaliate.

la a wonderful

re-

straint to unkind criticism. No one
who has lived much within tbe doors
of bis own heart can have failed to
discover a surprising number of faults
and weaknesses. His own roles are
broken by himself, his moods suddenly
way hla better judgment, and when
he fancies that hla higher self Is living
lower self unexpectedly
t peace,
appears and often dominates hla
words and his actions. He haa such
frequent cause to wonder at himself
that he ceases to wonder at his neighbors. OnsorionsDeea and ca Tiling at
the shortcomings of others are. In
troth, Tery strong evidences of bnt

slight acquaintance with self.
A Tremendous

lite kitch
CAB! N

FAMOUS
PEACE IRVING
TREATIES

SONWSOIOOL

Fact,
God needs men. That Is the tremendous fact that stands oat In every
generation. There aever has been an
Inhabited corner of the earth since
Adam walked oat of Eden where that
need waa not throat Into some man's
face and heart It Is being thrust at
a as never before, that God needs

TREATY
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1866.

Another Adjustment of Austrian and Prussian Affairs.
Austria and Pmssla having obtain- Gasteln on August 20, 1805, and after
ed the Joint possession of Schleswlg-nolsteltalking matters over agreed that Duke
by the treaty of Vienna, the Augustenburg should be thrown over
question now arose what should be board nnd that Prussia should have
At the same time the litdone with It. The two powers who Holsteln.
had overcome Denmark argued over tle duchy of Lauenhurg, a part of the
the division of the spoils for nearly greater duchies, was assigned to Prustwo years. The question Itself might sia absolutely: and from this unconhave been settled, but It was only a sidered trifle Blsmarckk subsequently
symptom of a larger question which took his title of duke of Lauenhurg.
had for centuries been agitating GerEarly In June, 1800, Prussia brought
many, the question as to whether the forward In the diet at Frankfort a
northern section or the southern sec- proposition to "reform" the Germanic
and Bis- confederation, the reform to consist of
tion should predominate;
marck saw In it an excuse for driving the expulsion of Austria, the establishAustria forever out of a participation ment of an elected German parliament
In German affairs the only way by to take the place of the diet and the
which Prussia could be made supreme. formation of an army of North GerAustria began to see that she had many to be commanded by the king
been made a rat's paw and favored of Prussia.
Naturally these drastic
the claims of the young duke of
propositions were rejected and Bisto the sovereignty of the marck frankly warned the diet that
duchies, that young man having set he would destroy the confederation.
np a court at Kiel. In fact King WilAustrian Motion Prevailed.
liam and the Prussian parliament were
The Prussian governor of Schleswlg
Inclined to favor the duke's pretenon June 10 announced that owing to
sions. But Bismarck carried everythe failure of Austria to
orthing before him and caused the king der In Holsteln he was preserve
compelled to
to set up a claim to be by descent entitled to the throne of the duchies him- take over the administration of that
self. The time for a breach with Aus province which he did. Austria and
Prussia recalled
tria, however, had not yet arrived. Von and both nations their ambassadors
appealed to the diet
Moltke reported that the Prussian
Austria demanding that Prussia should
army was ready : but Bismarck desired i be
and
Prussia demanding
disciplined
to assure the help, or at least the neutnat Austria
get out. Bismarck
trality of the great powers beforeBlor-rit-hee declared thatshould
If the Austrian motion
struck. He went personally to
and had a series of Interviews prevailed Prussia would declare the
with Napoleon IIL What dreams he confederation ended, and threatened
encouraged the emperor In, what he with loss of sovereignty such German
states as should support Austria In
promised him and what he showed him
by way of argument, are only sur- the coming war. Tbe Austrian motion
prevailed and Prussia withdrew from
mises.
the confederation. All the German
Demanda of Bismarck.
In December, 1864, Bismarck de states except Mecklenburg sided with
clared that Prussia would be satisfied Austria while Italy became an ally of
with nothing less than the Ineopora-tlo- n Prussia ana attacked Austria
Negotiations for peace began and a
of the duchies In her military,
commercial and postal systems. In treaty was signed at Prague on Sep
the duchies the Anstrlane were em- tember 8. 1806. Austria agreed to the
barked on a policy of obstruction and dissolution of the Germanic confederthe stolen land was In disorder. King ation and to withdraw entirely from
William wrote to the Austrian emperor German affairs, Prussia waa to annex
Hanover, a portion
that If Austria did not take steps to Schleswig-Holsteln- ,
tbe electorate of
preserve order In the duchies he would. of H
The emperor and the king met at Hease and tbe city of Frankfort.
n

A Gallop In the Country.
What Measure Is keener than that
afforded by an early morning gallop
In the country? Choose a bright, rresn
little after sunrise, when
Hay day.
dew and flowers and bird song and
e
and all tbe sweets and
perfumes are at their best : mount and
away. Tour good horse will know
what yoa are going to do, and will
ahow the liveliest Interest, for he likes
these early flights as well aa yon do.
too.
. . . He bears tbe
Maurice Thorn peon.
--

wind-rustl-

bird-son-

Trinity Church Yard.
According to the New Tork city records. Trinity church obtained the site
by a grant from the king of England.
It waa known as the king's domain.
Later the largest tract of land owned
by the Trinity parish, known aa tbe
queen's lands, came into tbe hands of
that corporation by gift. Therefor
we have no original owners to trao
antedating the English, save only tbe
Dutch government and tbe Indian
from whom the Dutch bought Manhattan island.

A good deal of
world arises from
folks like to have
ers prefer to keep
man.

the trouble of this
the fact that some

A meal should be regarded aa an important end In Itself. It should be
taken at leisure, body and mind being
for the time being given up to It, and
to agreeable, social Intercourse.

gardens, white othhens.Nix.on Water-

THREE MEAL8

A DAY.

THE DELICIOUS PEACH.

To plan meals three times a day for
family, trying to serve the food that
is pleasing, keep
bills
ing one's
within the limit
and providing a
variety, and
the dtt.v's food
well balanced. Is
the task of
cooks in
this land of ours ;
a task which takes real training and
practice to be successful.
Cream Peach' Cake Hake n layer
cake and fur the tilling add a euj.ful
of very ripe peaches put through a
ricer to sweetened whipped cream that
Is flavored with almond.
Coffee Junket. For a dessert which
Is wholesome and easy to prepare us
well us dainty to serve, junket stands
at the head. Take one Junket tablet,
crush and dissolve iu a talilespoonfal
of water, then uild to a quart of lukewarm milk. Reserve half a cupful of
the milk and pour boiling hot over two
tablesnoonfuls of coffee, let stand until
well Infused, then si ruin and cool before adding to the milk. If the milk is
heated too hot the Junket will not
thicken the milk. Serve with whipped
cream on the top of the glass.
Supper Dish. Brown a slice of finely inliiceil onion In a Utile butter, then
add half a cupful of cooked rice and
when seasoned stir in three eggs,
sprinkle with a slice of mined ImiIIciI
bam and serve hot with toast.
Lamb Cutlets Cook eight lamli
chops on one side until well browned
turn nnd on the cooked side place n
tenspoonful of seasoned cooked mai-ronl. Cover with buttered crumbs and
let cook In the oven about eight mill
utes. Creamed pens served in a thick
white sauce may be used Instead of
the macaroni, which will make a most
tasty dish.
Ice Cream in Case. Hake an angel
rake In a round deep tin and when
cold, cut out the center leaving a thick
shell to hold vanilla Ice cream and
serve at once.
Cherry Ice Cream. This Is both
good to look nt and better to eal. Use
a cupful of rich cherry Juice and a pint
of cream with a few drops of almond
extract. Sweeten to taste and freeze
as usual. Serve In sherbet cups and
garnish with a cherry or a sxonfiil of
minced cherries with some of the
sirup.
A whipped cream filling with a half
cupful of chopped preserved pineapple, makes a fine filling for a cake to
serve at ouce.
luiv-ln-

clear soup,

A

of entrees

That's

my

eray.
WARM

Pretty Party Frocks

i hit of fish, a couple
und a nice little roast,
kind of a dtnner.Thack- -

WEATHER FOODS.

g

No more delicious dish for dessert
can be served than one of sliced
.

with

peaches
cream and

sugar.
When peaches are
plentiful one likes
to vary the serving. A most appetizing pio may
be made by
baking u rich
crust and when
cold fill it with sliced caches well
sugared and covered witli sweetened
ciea'jii. '''To make It Mill mure,
till' finely minced
nuts or with shredded blanched
afnainds.
A bird's nest
pudding Is mini her
form of dessert well liked. Slice a
pie pan half full of peaches and cover
wiih a baking jHiwdcr biscuit dough,
llnke and lurii over on a plate, spread
with butter and sprinkle sugar and a
little nutmeg If liked over the peaches.
Peach Pudding. Pour a cupful of
hot milk over u cupful of dry bread
crumbs and let stand five minutes;
add a half cupful of sugar, Ihe well
beaten yolks of three eggs and the
stlllly lieiilc n white of one. Mix well
nnd bake In n moderate oven until
firm. Heap thinly sliced peaches well
sweetened over the top anil cover wilh
a meringue made of the two egg
whiles and three talilespooiifuls of
sugar. Cover the pudding with the
meringue and bake until a delicate
brown. Cake crumbs make n more de
licious plllllllllg.
Rice With Peaches
Cook one cupful of rice until tender, udding milk at
the last of the cooking; season with
butter and add sugar to sweeten, then
pour into a hollow mold. When ready
to serve uumold and till the center
with sweetened sliced peaches nnd
serve with cream and sugar.
Japanese Rice and Peschee. Put a
layer of cold rice custard In a dish, a
layer of sliced peaches, another layer
of rice and a layer of peaches; set
away to chill. Just before serving
heap sweetened cream over the top.
Use almond flavoring.
Peach Chutney.
Prepare three
IHiiinils of peaches after peeling. Put
them into a saucepan with a pint of
mild
vinegar; cook until tender.
Pound In a mortar four ounces of
onion and two ounces of garlic, five
ounces of fresh ginger mot; add the
peaches with six ounces of raisins, an
ounce each of while mustard seed and
chill peppers and six ounces of sugar,
simmer ten minutes and add more vinegar If needed. Bottle for winter use.

''

'

Black georgette over a satin slip
serves for the dignified gown at the
left of the picture. Its construction Is
so simple that the picture tells ubout
all that can be told. It has a very
plain bodice with round neck, bound
wilh brocade. The skirt Is gathered
to this nnd hangs straight with an
overhanging panel at the front that
Is embroidered near (lie bottom.
The
same embroidery appears at the sides
A very gorgeous,
below tbe hlpline.
sash of heavy brocaded ribbon makes
Die wide girdle with one loug banging
end.

Petticoat Substitute.
The long, Kl in suit and dress skirts
almost make the wearing of petticoats
an Impossibility. Hut we may be Just
as modestly ami comfortably clad, for
there are the long bloomers to take
their place. These bloomers or pantalets are usually chosen in dark suit
colors and may he had ankle length or
shorter nnd with or without ruffles.
A new style has an accordion plaited
piece set In Just above the shoe tops.
For summer the short silk Jersey
bloomers lu flesh and pink with uneven insets of lace nt the knee, aro
perhaps the newest, Camisoles of silk
Jersey with lace or embroidered In
pink and blue silk are also very new.
I

Hats for Midsummer

Tl

world Is a pretty good sort of a
world
It all together;
In spile of the grief and sorrow we
meet,
In spile nf the Bloomy weather.
There are friends to love and hopes to
cheer.
And plenty of compensation
For every ache, for those who make
The best of tho situation.
Taking-

Today with markets teeming with
fruit and vegetables and
effi
housewives
CAKES AND FROSTINGS.
cient In canning
greens from their
A tender, fine
gardens, one may
grained,
expect to be as and giMidly cake Is a work of art.
In
Old. Fashioned Pound
the
healthy
Cake. 4 'ream one cupspring as at any
other time of the
ful of butter and add
year, for our
gradually one and two.
blood tonics are taken In tbe form of
thirds rupfuls of granii
fruit and vegetables.
lated Sugar, beating conHowever, when tbe warm days of
stantly; then add five
summer come, they bring a muscular
ting
eggs, one at a
relaxation which reacts usn the divigorously between the addition of
gestive tract as well as uNin the
whole body and It needs to have Its
each. When the mixture
task lightened, so we lessen the Is creamy fold In two cupfuls of pas
amount of food or serve the lighter try flour sifted once. Bake In a slow
forms of food. Foods rich In fat such over for' one hour,
as pastries, rakes and various sauces,
Six Months' Cake. Mix
cup
should be partaken f In moderation. of butter and lard until creamy.
one
Protein foods which furnish the then add
cup of sugar gradually,
beat should lie cut down and more of beating constantly, two eggs well bent
the succulent fruits snd vegetables en and
cupful of molasses.
Mix and sift two and
f
form the main bulk of the food.
rupfuls
In the warm weather the housewife of flour, one teaspnonful of cream of
teaspoonful of eoda,
must plan more accurately not to have tartar,
much leftover food, for spoilage will one tesspoorifui or nnnamon. one- occur In a few hours In protein food fourth teflSMKnful of cloves, and the
same of mace. Add alternately with
making It unlit to serve.
cup of milk to the first mix
When very warm a cold drink In one-hathe form of a plain soda or phosphate ture and beat vigorously; then ndd
Is much less harmful than a soda or one cupful of raisins seeded and rut
In small pieces and dredged with two
sundae.
Ice creams snd sundaes taken at the tablesnoonfuls of flour. Turn into two
In a moderate
end of a meal will not chill (he stom- bread pans and bake
forty-fivoven
minutes.
ach unduly.
White Fruit Cake. Cream
In planning fond for hot days It Is
of a cup of butter until creamy
wise, because of the habit, to serve and add
gradually, beating constantly,
one hot dish, even a drink, as a too
s
of a cupful of pastry
radical change In meals cannot altea- flour sifted with
of
ways be borne.
spoonful of soda, then add one-haIf one a dinner Is eaten at noon the tablespoonful
of lemon Juice. Beat the
supper should have at least one hot whites of all eggs until stiff,
using an
but
wholesome
dish, simple
a cream- egg whip, add gradually one and
ed meat on buttered toast, milk toast,
rupfuls of
sugsr.
macaroni and cheese, or bread and Combine mixture powdered
snd when well
cheese custard made by spreading blended add
s
of a cupful of
dices of bread with butter, putting candled cherries and
of a
them Into a baking dish and covercupful of blanched and shredded aling with one egg to each cup of milk, monds, one-haof
citron and one
cup
the amount depending upon the num- teaspoonful of almond extract. Turn
ber to be served. Over each slice of Into a cake pan and bake la a moderbread aa It is placed, put
generous ate oven one hour.
layer of rich finely diced cheese. Bake
In a moderate oven until the custard
nil kinds of

If you would forget Hint there Is
anything In the world but Joy, spend a
little time looking at the party frocks
in which the summer girl will dance
some hours away.
If these dance
frocks flourished in the daytime, bees
nnd butterflies might pursue them, for
they certainly borrow from flowers
their color ami piquancy and sunshine
glimmers In their brocades and em
broideries. Kveiiing gowns indulge in
sumpluoiis materials, In gold nnd silver tissue, in rich embroideries unci
twinkling sequins and all kinds of
shltnmering things- - including the new
shot taffetas.
Filially they turn to
tulle and laces or sheer crepe. A world
of line and fragile fabrics belongs to
jiiem.
The two pretty party frocks shown
here are of Hie simpler designs, one
of them In white and the other in
fclnck with embroidery and brocade
push In metal and colored brocade. The
vhite frock has a slim umlersllp of
embroidered satin, draped ubout the
ankles und full drnperles of fine net
ending in points ubout the bottom,
hang over It. A vestee of twinkling
sequins fills the
opening of
the bodice the net makes a filmy
drapery that falls from the shoulder.
For a lovely finishing touch a narrow
ribbon hangs In loops and ends from
the girdle.

well-bake-
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two-thir-

seven-eighth-
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la-s-
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FEW MORE RECIPES.

Sweet Salad. Mince one banana,
one orange, 12 marshmallows and one
apple. Add a can of shredded pineapple, one-hspound of walnut meats
eat In bits and mix with three
of n mild salad dressing.
Just before serving add a cupful of
whipped and sweetened cream.
Madison Salad. Sprinkle slices of
orange with chopped pickles, peanuts
and a few peas. Serve with a boiled
dressing.
lf

table-spoonfu-

Combination Salad. Add a half cupful of diced apple to three cupfuls of
shaved cabbage,
of a cupful
of diced celery and
cup of grated
pineapple. Mix with boiled dressing
and serve in lettuce Bests.
Savory Potatoes. Peel and cook la
boiling salted water enough potatoes
for the meal. When done, drain and
place in a buttered baking dish, cover
with a pint of rhlrkea soup stock,
put
a piece of butter on each potato and
bake until they have absorbed the
stork. Serve hot from tbe baking dish.
one-fourt- h

Dress hats for midsummer, a com
pared to other millinery, are as orchids
compared to other lovely blossoms.
These millinery blooms are the most
fragile, most splendid of all, tbe fairest
and the shortest lived. They are midsummer Interpreted In hats by designers whose fancies are unhampered
by thoughts of anything but beauty.
They look to the sheerest fabrics and
to the most beautiful colors to trans-luttheir thoughts Into millinery.
In the group of three hats made for
the heart of summer, two are of printand one of plain geored georgi-tt- e
gette in the sheerest quality. The same
graceful shapes appear develoied In laces, malines and
nets. Brims usually have lines In
flowing curves about the face ami
crowns are often flexible. The hat at
the right of the group Is a lovely example. A vague flower motif against
a black ground provides color. There
Is no trimming except the sash of velvet ribbon. In one of the colors In tbe
crepe, that Is brought about the crown
and tied la a bow at the back.
la the hat at the left there la a
hint of snort styles In tbe coveting. It
Is of white crepe georgette with gay
and Nanette disSgures of Bin
porting themselves over its surface. A
covered silk cord with small tassels st
the ends disposes itself In a careless
bow on tbe crown to answer "present" In case any one aska for the
whereabouta of trimming.
e

tin-ti- n

When Embroidering Net.
There Is many a needleworker who
wants to try her hsnd at net embroidery but hesitates because she Isn't
quite sure about the fine points of the
work. Here Is a hint or two that may
give ber a bit more courage. As a
preliminary to successful embroidering on net baste a piece of tissue pa
per under tbe pattern. Then work the
desdgn through tbe paper. When the
stitching Is complete you will find that
tbe going In and out of the needle has
cut away the paper around the design.

In the last hat, georgette Is shirred
over a wire frame with a wide ruffle
flowing about the brim edge. This Is
one of a few models In which the
crown Is not flexible. Although In this
particular hat there are no flowers er
fruit In the trimming It Is an exception
to the rule, the designer having placed
a sash of ribbon about the crown, tied
In a generous but simple bow near the
front.

Substitute for Furs.
The reorted derision of clothing
manufacturers, particularly specialty
houses, of going more Into leather-llueor convertible overcoats for next fall
and winter finds an echo In the wont-en- 's
wear trade. According to dress
goods representative the suggestion
that leather be substituted in some
cases for fur trimmings has met with
quite a little response. The price con
sideration Is not one that holds the
place for the change, even
though there Is a difference in favor
of the use of leather, but tbe novelty
of leather trimmings is expected to bo
a big factor.
d

Blue and orchid Is a rotor combina
tion much In evidence this
perlally for evening and
gowns.
g

What remains
away.

may easily be pulled

About the House.
Thin curtains will keep clean longer
If protected from rubbing against window casings and screens when tbe windows are open. 8ew snap fasteners
on the bottom hem and half way ns
the curtains; fasten the curtains on
with then when tbe windows are open.
Weights In hems of the curtains that
are to hang straight will keep them
from wrinkling and blowing about

Faithfully FalfUlisf Vow

CUSTER VETERAN
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General and Personal
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J. E. Pardue, leading Ft. Sumner
The Yato Mining Company is
Monbuilding a road to its mica mines in attorney and postmaster, spent
the Nambe country.
day and Tuesday in Santa Fe on
legal business.
Charles L. Ballard, former chairof
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Gillett.
man of the Cattle Sanitary Hoard,
had business at the capital this week. rhoenix, Arizona, are the guests of
Mr.
there son and daughter-in-laGovernor O. A. Larrazolo is in Las and Mrs. Leslie Gillett at their home
reon Don Gasper avenue.
Vegas attending the cowboy's
union and an educational (conferMrs. John Lowe returned Sunday
ence.
from San Diego. California after a
Mrs. Thomas Dor in has returned very pleasant trip and visit of sevfrom an extended visit with friends eral weeks with Lieutenant Lowe
in Kansas City, Missouri and Okla- who is stationed at Camp Kearney.
homa.
Archbishop Albert Daeger for the
The Sanla Fe city council has ask- past three weeks has been paying his
ed the Water and Light Company official visits and confirming, classes
to name a price on its water ani of 100 to 300 children in the different
light system.
parishes under his diocese in this
w

state.

P. M. A. l.ienau, assistant superintendent of fnsurance, left Wednesday to attend the annual convention of I Iks at Atlantic City.

John 0. Pritchard, manager of the
Harvey House at Ctovis, had business
at the Capitol the first of the week.
He reports great crops in Curry
of
Miss Irene Hersch,
daughter
county and general interest in oil
filv Treasurer and r I rt Herech development.
left Saturday for Alamosa, Colorado
to visit her sister Mrs. Chester
Mrs. A. L. Morrison accompanied
Schneider.
by her daughter Miss Sylvia Morrison and Miss Gertrude Gormley left
Capitan Clark M. Carr of Albu- Wednesday for
Angeles, Califorquerque passed through Santa Fe nia. They expect to spend several
yesterday from Cowles to Albuquer- weeks visiting in San Diego and
He reports the roads verv Long Beach.
que.
hi ivy and muddy.
Klertric storms and .showers have
daily mrctirenres in Santa re
Manager A. C. Kock of the Santa been
Kc Klertric laundry is contemplating for several weeks. The down pour
afternoon was a record
miking some vtry extensive improve- Wednesday
ments at the plant in the ne.ir future breaker. Many streets were
in
At present a fi) foot brick smoke rents and lawns were sitnm'rjied
some liar's of the rity.
stac k is bring built.
F.dward and Walter l.utcr, of
Mr and Mrs. R. J. MrGaugh and Switzerland, who arrived a few weeks
daughter Mis- - M laiti'li, of ( !en' rv, aio in this country on a tomnm
of four months duration, s'oii-I- )
Ark., are visitinu 'Vttorncv and Mr- Mi-- s
K. Saddler
M.f.aiicli
off to visit Santa I'V enron;r
r
s
to spend il'e summer with her to (be (ii and Canyon and the
Mrs Saddler.
cities this week.
iripal in
J

pritt-si-te-

it

Dr. E. L. Ward

fotmrrlv

of tins CROP CONDITIONS FOR THE
WEEK ENDING JULY 1ST,

rity has retiirneil front over sea
in I'rani e, and will resume h
IV. Wi"!
pr.ii'tVe in Santa Fe

mt-vir- e

The week was warm ami favor V
ou.l
wit'i wilh
most of eiL'I't ltlitrilli
sufficient
siin .hine.
tie medical cnri in ttie .lid pro showers wire general during ''e
visional regiment at l.e Mans.
middle and latter part of the wee1:.
Crops and ratine conditions are k"" "1.
r Mock doiim litcelv.
Crops .un iniie
field
Mis F.rna Fern-son- ,
l
tif New Mexico iave a verv in- rapid urottlh, with first culling
m'iiiihI
and
croti imiii-1teresting and invit m live talk relative alfalfaaloni(hit well
I'm-to tin- Home Service Work of ili
perls for ttie
fruit crop ever known in ill"!
b'nl Cross. The meeting wa he'd
room in tfie oil .onllieist part of the stale is very
a
the Hed Cro
Falace Thnrsd.tv afternoon and was promising.
si

t

ilt

(

Miprr-viso-

1

l.ii'L-es-

li.rgrly attended

Rawles, of Snnla l"e. well
known artist, is attending the Silver
City N'ortnal Summer School which;
is making a splendid record with an
attendance of over V1. Mr. Kawtes
will continue teailiini; this romitiK
year and will devote bis spare time
sketching.
I "has.

S

Molinar, of Albuquerque,
into an electric linht pole
in trout ot the court nouse on
Palace avenue Friday iiiuht while
rarinir with another Ford. The
crash was terrific ami was heard
two miles away. The young man
is in a critical condition, with both
arms broken, an artery served ami
suffering from severe bead contusions.
Who his companions were
rnuld not be ascertained and it is
surmised that be has piven a firti- rous name as no J. R. Molinar is
listed in the Albuquerque rity directory. He was taken to St. VinJ.

S.

crashed

cent's sanatorium.

ARGUMENTS IN THE
GASOLINE TAX CASE
Arguments were heard Wednesday and Thursday before United
States District Judge Colin Neb'ett
on the petition for an injunction to
lestiain stale officials from .ollecl-ina tax on gasoline under the law
oassed at the last session of the
The. pet it loners are the
legislature.
Continental Oil Co, the Sinclair ReThe
ining Co., and the Tesas Co
companies contend that the law is
it
interferes
unconstitutional because
with interstate commerce.
HERBERT HOOVER RESIGNS
FROM GRAIN CORPORATION

Herbert Hoover has resigned as
chairman of the board of directors

Grain
of (be Food Administration
The Grain Corporation
Corporation.
will hereafter be known as the U.
and Juliut
S. Grain
Corporation
Haines be the president.

USE THE BETTER KIND
It pays to supply your table with quality
food products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.

Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

Y.IK. A.

Here and There Over the State

Survivor of "Battle of Big Horn" Teur-In-g
Southern Department Telling

Experience,

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

WEDDING BELLS STILL
RINGING MERRILY

MORNING AND EVENING
The sun in the east said, "'Tis

HERE

morning-A-

The unique De Vargas procession
annually participated in by the Archbishop, and other dignitaries, the St.
Vincent and St. Catherine orders, atl
church societies and hundred of
Santa Fe people was held Sunday
afternoon. As is customary the
statue of the Blessed Virgin was carried through the streets from St
Francis Cathedral to the Rosario
Chapel, where impressive ceremonies
have been held this week.
The procession is held each year
to fulfil a vow made in 1692 by Don
Diego De Vargas, just previous to a
battle with hostile Indians fortified
in the Santa Fe Plaza.
Whether
a myth or not this custom is a
pretty and impressive one and quite
charactic of old Santa Fe.

Clsarch Sale Sacceesfal
The ladies of the II. E. Church
at Mills served lunch at a recent
sate conducted in that city, realizventure
ing from the successful
$45.00.

Senator Capper says : "The question
of profits and prices has '.become
vital to our very existence. We
need not worry if prices are high,
if they are fair. But we must come
down or up to a
basis. Nothing else will so quickly
encourage and stimulate production,
bring
employment,
consumption,
about normal and truly prosperous
times, and put us on a healthier
basis. And nothing else can or will"

Strong, daughter of
O heart, and sing I State Treasurer and Mrs. C. U.
Custer's famous Seventh cavalry, baa For, crowned with love and joy and Strong, of Santa Fe was married to
for many month been devoting all of
Joseph Baradinelli of this city Thurslight,
hla time to war work with the Army
Another day I bring.
day morning at 6:30 o'clock at St.
Rev. Monsignor
Francis Cathedral.
Christian association.
Young Men'
Ha la now on a tour visiting all mili- And the sun in .the west said, Tis Fourchegu officiating. Following the
impressive ceremony celebrated at a
tary camp Id the six atates of the
Instead of rising to the opportunnow, O heart and rest I nuptial mass, a wedding breakfast
Southern Military department enterservice to
ity to perform a lasting line
strife
and
care
was served at the bride's home on
For the day brought
of
durwith
stories
the
aoldlers
the
taining
farmer along economic
avenue. Miss Strong Perhaa. He O
Manhattan
East
and
tears
in ing the stress of war, the departgroat Wsst of the long ago.
is
A
best
dreams
her
with
its
dwelling
Mora
with
gentleman
came
from
popular
here
parents
Night
itself
Colonel Goldln ha had ao nnasoai
Selected.
last fall and by her pleasing person- the southern part of the state de- ment of agriculture contented
an extra flood of bulwith
and picturesque career on the frontier
ality has endeared herself to every clares that he is one man that under- letins printing
and hiring a larger army of
one who has met her. Mr. Beradi-nel- li stands all women perfectly, among
aa aoldlar, government scout and
What Will American Women DeT
That extension worker to tell the farmis one of Santa Fe's energetic various statements he says:
In Paris we hear that ikirts are
clerk, having participated la
will marry almost ers how to produce more.
several Indian campaign, a moms; just below the knees and that they young man, who only recently re- nearly any woman
in any kind of a man in the long run
thetn tke "Battle of the Big Horn,' are never to be longer than boot turned from over sea service
if necessary, not because she cares
The Rio Grande Oil Company, with
where Custer tod tome Ave hundred top length. Even the skirt of the France.
so much about the man but because headquarters in El Paso, will open
veteran went down before too times evening frock is quite as short as
Mis
Salmon, daughter of she doesn't want the other women a distributing station in Silver City
of meet wear, eseept that In Colonel Salonu
their number of Indiana. Be Hal MM that
and Mrs. Nathan Salmon of to think she couldn't sand one of according to announcement made rea short
boasts
it
back
the
usually
A.
C.
work
T.
E.
Warehouse
sad tank ta
if.
itoee train.
la (ma Amf
this eity and
John Greer, of New the species. If sues t the
cently.
married at 10 o'clock there is still hopes toe him.
the value of $100400 will be erected,
November, 191T. serving Brat at fort
However while no one denies that York were
at St. Francis
Bliss aad later at Presidio. He has the short skirts are becoming to the Thursday morning,
Live stok on the farm is essenPaal Matrass' Ealertaiaea
beea booked by the educational bu- French woman the case is a little Cathedral by Rev. Monsignor
Only relatives and a few
Mrs. Frank W. Parker delightfully tial to continued success. The high
reau of the Southern Department amy different with the American woman.
present. An elaborate entertained the member of the Past price of Brain and hay the last two,
r. If. C. A. for a peaking tour la Our climate is different in the first, friends were
wedding breakfast followed the cere- Matron's
Club recently organized years has had a tendency to crowd
Southern department rainps.
place, and we wear many more boots, mony at the bride's home on Don
Wednesday at 3 o'clock at her home out the live stock.
shoes. Then, too,
Colonel Goldln owes hla life to the gaiters, and high not
were on West Manhattan avenue. Delithe same size Gasper avenue. The attendants
women are
of Jemez cious refreshments were served by
fact that during the battle of the Big our
The War Savings Stamp is the
as the French; women. We have Miss Sarah Abousleman,
Morn be waa serving aa regimental
Springs and Fred Mahboub, the the gracious hostess after a pleasant government security for every body;
women of atl sizes, short and tall, bride's
is
a
Mrs.
Greer
cousin.
was
In
very social afternoon.
that capacity
doing slim and plump, and a few but not
clerk, and
young or old, rich or poor.
talented
lady and has a host
He waa a
duty aa mounted orderly.
many of the chic type and of friends young
great
her
wish
in
who
Santa
Fe,
some
throe miles it is the chic type alone who can
The obnoxious daylight saving law
aent to Major Kenn,
Party
much happiness. The bridal couple Dancing
Miss Ruth Safford Monday night has gone the way of atl junk.
away, with dispatches; but even then, wear the extremely short skirt.
via
Denver
the
left
afternoon
Safduring
at
friends
few
the
tarentertained a
during moMt of the ride, he waa a
to spend their honey-moo- n
is a time saver even
touring ford apartments at the Gildersleeve
The
Hop to Beautify Santa Fa
Yellow Stone Park.
deresidence on Palace avenue. Dancing for a few hogs.
Welfare
The Civic and Child
Miss May Luise Martinez daughter was the pleasant feature of amusepartment of the Santa Fe Woman's
Plant a few more string beans for
refreshments were
Light
Club held a regular business ses- of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Martinez of this ment.
"W fall use.
served.
sion Tuesday afternoon at the home city will wed R. A. Smith, of Toronof Mrs. Frank Clancy. Among va- to Canada, at St. Francis Cathedral
rious worthv nroiects undertaken the tomorrow
The wedding
morning.
Civic committee has organized and! ceremony will be performed by the
Lrertor of the parts Rev. Monsignor
propose to improve the deplorable
.
civic conditions
excisting in this
is an
Miss Martinez
Director General of Railroads
weens
of
attractive and charming young lady
city. The unsightly growth
e
and
stre
ts
many an, V(.ry popular socially. She is a
along the principal
1
&
Trie
f Deputy
other unple asant features ai e not at-- 1 sjst.r
State Treasurer
tractive advertisements for the cap-- , f;en M irtincz and a sister-in-laof
Railroad
ital city. There is no doubt that the ( ,,!,,, Vensalao TaramU'o, of Tierra
Mr.
AmariMa.
ninuttee win inert won nmith
since coming
litre several years ago, has won the
cooperation ot all tne enierpu.teem of every one and is well and
mg citizens in this community.
favorably known.
Great Day at Raton
The Nobles of the Mystic Shnn! Hurley Masons Hosts
The handsome and rommodious
who assembled at Raton List week
lives. The lodge room of the Hurley Masons
hid the time of tlu-isit v
and
was
ntiite capable of accommodating
elc
veresl
street p.ir.ole was the
most ainusinii stunt staged by the i crowd of about two hundred mem'1
iX"
asvsv
d
Thelocal members left bers of the fraternity which
Hniners.
from surroundini? towns on
'notliinc; undone tha' would add to
the hiliaritv and impressiveness of Tuesday evening, Deniing. Tyrone,
.' f
the occasion for the candidates who silver City, Santa Rita and other
sands of the parts of the county were represent2 crossed the scorchinn
desert, while the full fledied Shrin ed and the work was put on by the
COL. THEO. W. GOLDIN.
FollowDeming I.odpe contingent.
crs looked on in merriment.
ing this an elaborate banquet was
tfet for a nuinlit'r of loni; runc sliotsi
served in the lodee room which
B.
A.
Receives
Degree
was
Hit
tHken at him by thf Indium.
who is oroved to be ,i most enjoyable afMrs. lloreuce Harllette
with Miijor lieiio .luring the remainder
Daily Sleeping Car Service to Colorado points on Train No. 10.
in Santa Fe as an edu- fair. Silver City Enterprise.
known
well
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday on Train No. 4.
of the, tight, which lusted two day.
known
best
her
cator and author,
'The Royal Neighbors Entertain
Aiming oilier l umpalgiiH he took part works beiim a sonjr entitled.
Daily Sleeping Cat Service to California points on Tratns Nos. , 3 and 9.
The I. as Vegas Royal Neighbors
in waM whiit wiih knowu in th "P.lg 'land of Sunshine"
and "(ilorias
drama which of America, a ladies auxiliary of the
Horn mid Yellowstone Kxptilltlnn," lOuccs." a four-ac- t
R. I. CREED,
Modern
Woodmen of America are
which whs pmlntlily the liiruest xiiiiclft 'deals with the recompiest of New
Phone 42
Passenr Agent,
a
of
series
dances.
The
proexpedition ever sent out Hgnlnst hostile Mexico by l)c Vargas, has just gra- giving
ceeds
will
be
used
to
the
purchase
As government wout and duated from the Colorado college at
Indians.
Hachclor paraphenalia which will be used by
courier, h served under (Sen. Nelson Colorado Springs, with the
the
Modern
Woodmen
during the
iif Arts degree.
A. MiitK at the TongiiH River cantonstate encampment of that Lodge in
ment mid Inter with his old regiment
that city next summer. The first
Institution Worth While
st Kort Meade. In 1H76 he was in AnThe
dance was
last week at the
Orphans Home in Portales Armorv and given
Arltona with different regiments at conducted
was a successful and
by Mrs. M. E. Joiner,
war with the ApHi'hea. Later he cur- 'matron, is receiving
affair.
co-I enjoyable
the hearty
ried dispatcher for a time between old operation of the citizens in that
variKl
to
the
near
Phuo,
Kort Blln.
During the past month many
ous posts an far down the border aa donations including fruit, vegetables,
fCHgle Pass.
ect., have helped wonderfully toward
inAa T. M. (3. A. man, he worked with making the little inmates of that restitution happy. This home was
and
the Kanaa
aaaoclatlon,
City
established there and from all
among college and universities In cently
indications is a successful venture
Kansas.
For
MUwmrl
and
Oklahoma,
and one worth while.
aoveral month he aorved at Oklahoma
work.
acoat
In
the boy
Talented Girl Visits Socerr
City
of Long
Miss Dorothy Howard,
Colonel Goldln was awarded tba
Congressional Medal of Honor for hla Beach, California, an accomplished
musicians, and who recently won
service In 1876 during the Custer
considerable notoriety through her
excellent acting in a play given by
the Long Beach high school, she
having been chosen for a prominent
COMMANDER OF THE
out of some two thousand pup90TH COMMENDS "Y part,
ils, has arrived in Socorro for a
visit with her aunt, Mrs. H. O. Bur-suand uncle, Ervin Moore.
Oen. Henry T. Allen Saye Red Triangle Men Went "Over
Raton Girl Wins Recognition
the Top."
Miss Geraldine Love, daughter of
Rohert Love, of Raton, one of the
Ma). Oen. Henry T. Allen,
students at
talented and popular
of the Ninetieth division,
tending the Alma College at St.
utmost wholly of Texaa and Thomas.
Ontario, was presented at
Oklahoma troops, has written J. W. the closing exercises and class day
Nlion, division secretary of the Army banauet with a beautiful large boquet
T. M. C. A, aa follows:
of roses as a special mark of
Last year Miss Love
"Ienr Mr. Nlion:
received a gold medal for her ex
Fields-t- he
"Ity reason of the excellent work cellent student
standing. This year
shown by the T. M. C. A. assigned to
were awarded, but she
medals
no
the Ninetieth division throughout the was remembered in this charming
I ask that In manner.
period September
behtilf of this division you express to
nil members concerned my slncerest Installation mni Banquet
bunks for the highly important servTuesday niirht a Dublic installation
pro-rate- d
ices rendered by them. Through these of the officers of the Knights of
2 was
trying days, from your headquarters Thytras Santa Fe Lodge No. Kiesov
at Qrlscourt, where a canteen, ware- - held in Castle Hall, in the
were established, building. A banquet followed the
j houae and dormitory
'
and was enyour valuable activities were at all installation a ceremonies
of Knights,
merry
party
by
joyed
the
to
In
evidence np
times
assaulting
ladies who ae- and
families
their
adthose
from
battalions and back
clare it was one of the most successvanced elements with the wounded ful social events in the history of
through the various medical stations the Lodge.
to the Held hospitals.
L
FmJmw Organised
"Nine secretaries were with the InMrs. C M. Daniels entertained
fantry battalion, and two secretaries
e
young people ofTu- (F. A. Daves and ft. F. Ford) actually about thirty-fiv. I tUm. lintne
of- Mrs. I. C
I
'
went over the top with the asssultlng
battalions and carried on their work Elkins of that city a few days ago.
oi a
In the midst of the severest losses. I After the organization
delurhtful evenins was
the
commend
teal
to
desire
specially
spent in games and at a late hour
and fortitude of these two gentlemen, delicious
retresnments were scrvcu.
and to thank the T. U. C A. for hav- Mrs. Daniels was assisted by the
excellent
such
representa- Misses fclkins and Mrs. j.
cik
ing sent
tives to as.
ins.
"Very truly yours,
f Caveraor Larrmsole
Ua
(Signed) "REMIT T. ALLEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Montaner, of
"Major General."
,nirtained fiftv ffuest at their
beautiful home last Sunday from
8 JO to 11 JO p. m. in nonor oi vv- $50.00.
$100,000.
rt A Irranoln who was a
System pays on the farm. A place
for everything and everything in Taos visitor from Saturday until
place it good husbandry.
Monday. A delightul musical pro-Tjwas rendered by Stanley leaCalifornia, De
The War Savings Stamp is conve- rner, of Los Angeles, were
servea.
nient : your money back with inter- licious refreshments
est whea needed.
Benefit Tag Day si Alasa
-- .1 iUnranrilii
c
Indies held a
Cut out the old canes of black Tag Day in that city one day last
CRENVILLE, UNION COUNTY, N. IX.
berries after they have finished week for the oenetit or tne Aiimo-gord- o
Public Library. The amount
fruiting.
t1H2 which will
.!:- Buy a thrift stamp and save the aid materially for the maintenance
of same.
quarter.
CoL Tbeo.

W. Goldln. a veteran

Miss Annie

wake,

of

qoar-tennaa-ter

Ua
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self-feed-
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United States Railroad Administration
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Snorty Gobbler? means PROFITS
A Real Oil Company with a Real Plan
We Pay You Back Your Money Paid
for Stock whether We
Strike Oil or Not!

com-poae- d

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Capital Coal andYard
Wholesale and Retail Coal

Wood

PHONE 85

Sugarite Lump
Sugarite Grate
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
Yankee Lump

Cerrillos Lump

Cemllos Egg
O'Mera Lump
Smithing Coal
Anthracite, all sizes
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

POWER RATE
HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
is a boon to women. Think of running the

machine with the weaving treadle. Of doing the washing without hackbreaking:
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your house-wor- k

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY

READ:

We own 10,000 acres of Leases in the Union
United Company's well
County Oil
is just north of us. In less than 30 days we
start to sell off these Leases. The money from
back to you Mr. Stockthese sales is
holder as Dividend until your money is back in
your pocket.
Then you are on the ground floor with the
rest of us.

12-1-
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We Start Drilling August 1st

Much of our Material is now on the Ground.
Things are Booming now in Union County.

DO IT NOW!

t.

T

r

T,.

Because we reserve the right to withdraw
our Stock from the market at any time.
SHARES

CAPITAL

m

Fully Paid.

Non-Assessab-

le.

Snorty Gobbler Oil and Gas Co.

nr

